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Hhich pcrsiste · ·eri 1.; t .. e precedinr:; tuo Jeers . 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTICN 
It has been held by certain authorities that the rapid decline 
in population for the western third of Kansas, and particularly the 
Southwest, following 1886 was caused by the failure of the region to 
live up to agriculture expectations. These authorities contend that 
the unfavorable climatic conditions during the first years of settle-
ment forced many of the people to leave in despair, disgust, and with 
empty pockets. An attempt has been made in this study to determine 
the relationship that existed between climatic conditions and the popu-
lation movements in and out of the region and to determine if all 
sections of this general region can be covered by the statement ap-
pearing in the first sentence. Other important factors related to 
this population movement have been considered, but he main eophaaia 
was on climatic conditions and crop production during the period 
1885 and 1900. 
For the purpose of this paper, the western third of Kansas is 
defined as that area of Kansas lying west of the 100th meridian West. 
This region is composed of thirty-one counties: Cheyenne, Clark, 
Decatur, Finney, Ford, Gove, Graham, Grant, Gray, Greeley, Hamilton, 
Haskell, Hodgeman, Kearney, Lane, Logan, .•.eade, Morton, eas, Norton, 
Rawlins, Scott, 3eward, ~heridan, Sherman, Stanton, Stevena, Thomas, 
Trego, Wallace, and ichita (Figure 6). The eastern boundary is 
arbitrary, but confor~s rather closely to a division based on rainfall 
ae this section is the belt of less than 21 inches of rainfall. It 
also conforms rather closely to some other possible divisions& temp-
erature, altitude, relative humidity, and average number or days of 
sunshine. 
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The topography ot· tnis section, all 01· wnich f al la into the 
area known as tl1e Great Plains, varies from high, gently rolling 
plains to almost flat bottom land with occasional high bluf'fs along 
water courses. There is a gradual south-eastward slope from an eleva-
tion of near 4,130 feet above mean sea level in Wallace County to 
under 1,800 feet above mean sea level in the southeast corner of Clark 
County. 
Passing from the north to south we cross six pri ncipal streams--
tne Republican, Solomon, Saline, Smoky Hill, Arkansas, end Cimarron. 
These streams, along with their 200 or more tributaries and t he 
numerous 11 draws 11 give the country almost perfect drainage except in a 
few isolated localities. For the most part the soil of t his region is 
rich and with favorable climatic conditions is adaptable to many 
different forms of agricultural production. 
Moisture is the chief limiting factor of crop growth. The pre-
cipitation amounts diminish as we go westward but increase as we go 
northward resulting in the northern counties receiving more precipita-
tion than those of the same line to the south. Although the moisture 
falling in one year is usually limited, the distribution of precipita-
tion through the year is favorable to plant growth. Approximately 
77 per cent of the annual amount falls in the six month growing 
season--April to September. 
The driest and coldest month is generally January while the 
wettest month is usually June and the hottest month is usually July. 
The precipitation pattern is very irregular. Torrential downpours of 
four to six inches are not uncommon; neither are the extended periods 
of drought in which no rain falls. Yearly moisture totals also show 
great diff erences--dry periods or wet periods wil 1 persist over a. 
period of two to three years with resulting great variations in crop 
yields. 
This region is noted for its days of abundant sunshine and 
semi-arid climate. The summers are war:i while the winters are relatively 
cold. There is generally a good wind movement accompanied by low 
relative humidity. The winters are dry with very little snowfall, 
but this snowfall is generally accompanied with high winds and the 
snow piles up in drifts on the ground. Temperature, as well as moisture, 
is subject to pronounced changes.1 
The great bulk of the statistical matter of this paper was taken 
from the biennial reports of the State Board of Agriculture. These 
reports, although having some obvious defects and misprints, do a 
commendable job of presenting the general picture of agriculture 
during the period under discussion. Another series of reports which 
were valuable in this study of ' estern Kansas were the publications 
l State Board of Agriculture, Climate of Kansas (Topeka& 
Fred Voiland . State Printer, 1948), passim. 
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of the Kansas University Bureau of Business Research entitled Economic 
Development in Southwestern Kansas. These studies present a good 
general account of the conditions wnich existed in Southwestern Kansas 
from 1885 to 1900. 
There was also a great amount of information concerning Western 
Kansas to be found in various volumes of The Kansas Historical 
Quarterly, which proved invaluable to the author. The volumes within 
the /estern Collection of Forsyth Library of Fort Hays Kansas State 
College were combed, and much information was gathered from the general 
accounts and the various county histories found there. One volume, 
Minnies Dubbs Millbook 1 s Ness: Western County Kansas, deserves parti-
cular mention as it is one of the better county histories published, 
both in detail and accuracy. 
Newspaper accounts would have added to the value of this paper 
but due to various reasons the author was unable to make the trip to 
Topeka to gather this inforr~ation. It is hoped that the information 
presented will give an adequate general picture despite the lack of 
this valuable source of information. 
The period 1885 to 1900 was divided into four subperiods; (1) 
1885-1888, a period of rapid growth in population; (2) 1889-1891, a 
period in which population decreased at a rapid rate;(}) 1892-1895, 
a period in which population increased quite rapidly for two years and 
then decreased at approximately the same rate for the next two years; 
and (4) 1896-1900, a period in which population remained rather stable. 
Since these aubperiods form convenient divisions they have been used 
as the subjects for the chapters which comprise the body of this 
study. 
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In all cases but one, the tables and figures are placed in the 
Appendix. This will inconvenience the reader somewhat, but as the 
tables and figures pertain to material covered in every chapter it 
was decided that this would be the moat logical method of organization. 
In a paper of this nature there are several tmavoidable 
limitations. There will be exceptions to every general statement which 
appears because of the intricacies of the weather, crop production, 
size of region, and certain factors which are localized in nature. 
Although there has been no attempt to treat at length many of the 
sociological, psychological, and physiological problems the settlers 
encountered, the writer is aware that these problems did exist and 
they have been considered in relation to the population move:nent. 
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FIGURE 6 
OF WESTERN THIRD OF KA.i.~SAS S ... Ow'ING PRINCIPAL 
STREAl3 A.l® DATES OF ORGAJITZATION OF COUNTIES 
a. Compiled from various maps of Kansas 
b. Garfield county was organized in 1887 from the northeast 
corner of Finney county. Garfield county was disorganized 
i n 1892 and the territory retur ned to Finney county. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE SE'l'TLEl•ll!. ;r OF WESTERN KANSAS, 1885-1888 
The conditions which existed in the western third of Kansas in 
1885 wore very favorable for an increase in population. Rainfall had 
been abundant for the preceding two years, transportation facilities 
were available,or soon would be, land was plentiful and cheap, and 
agriculture products were bringing a good price. 
At the beginning of 1885 there were ten organized counties in 
this areas Rawlins, Decatur, Norton, Sheridan, Graham, Trego, Ness, 
Finney, Hodgeman, and Ford. With the exception of Sheridan and Firmey 
all of theee counties were on the north or east tiers of counties. It 
also should be noted that all of these counties had been organized for 
at least four years ( see map on page 6). 
To the west of these organized counties lay the norganized 
portion of Kansas. Various reports indicate that e,.cept for a few 
isolated cases of homesteaders end traders most of the population 
consisted of nomadic cattlemen and ranchers who had few permanent 
locations. The buffalo and Indian had disappeared from the region 
so that the only difficulties the settlers had to endure were those 
presented by nature. These were considerable in number and played a 
major part in the development of the region. 
During 1885 the settlers began pouring into both the organized 
and unorganized counties. Jeremiah Evarts Platt, a circuit-rider, 
said that in two hours time he had encountered seventeen immigrant 
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wagons on the Kingman to Dodge City road . All of these wagons, he 
relates , were bound for Olark , Ford, and Hodgeman counties . He also 
writes that another man had told him that he had known of fifty wagons 
to travel over that same road in one day's time . 1 Another report 
relating to the swiftness of the settlement is that of I . W. Barryman, 
who , writing about the early settleoent of uouthwest Kansas, states 
that by 1884 the settler had begun to appear in Clark county, and 
during the next two years practically all the lands in the entire 
district were filed upon. 2 H. D. Collins, an early settler of Garfield 
county, remembers that during the years 1885 through 1887 there was a 
wild rush for land and by the spring of 1888 the county was well filled 
with settlers . -' 
The rapid growth of population in the period 18~5 to 1888 is 
well illustrated by Figure 4. From a population of }8,271 in 186,, 
the total increased to 95, 559 the following year and, in 1887, the gain 
was 264 per cent (up to 139,595) over the year 1885. The year 1887 
represents the high point in population between 1885 and 1900: in 
1888 the population showed a small loss of 676 but in the following 
three years the decrease was rapid. Thia hig peak of population for 
1Louiae Barry, "Circuit-Riding in Southwest ansas in 18b5 
and 1886: The Letters of Jeremiah Evarts Platt, 11 The Kansas Historical 
Quarterly, XII ( •1ay, 1943), 383• -
21 . 'l. Barryman, "Early Settle ent of Southwest ansaa, 11 in 
Collections ES,_ the Kansas State Historical ociety, 1926-1928, XVII 
(Topeka: The Kansas utate ~iistorical .:iociety, 1929), 566 . 
'Leola Howard Blanchard, Conquest of .3outhwest Kansas ( ,Ii chi ta: 
The \/ichi ta Eagle Press, 1931), 112. 
the entire area reacned in 1887 was not surpassed until the latter 
pert of' the first decade of the twentieth century. 
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A breakdown of the population figures of the individual counties 
(Table VII) reveals that eleven counties reached their peak of popula-
tion (1885-1900) in 1887. The remaining counties reached t'1eir peaks 
in 1888, ,,ith the exception of Decatur and Seward counties (peak year 
1889), and Cheyenne and Sherman counties which reached their peeks in 
1894. Those counties which reached their peaks of population in 1887 
were :rn.ostly in the central a.n southern sections while those which 
reached their peeks in 1889 were generally in the north-central and 
north. The reE:.son why the southern counties reached their peeks a 
year before the other sections of the region is not clear to the 
author but appears of little significance beceuse the population gain 
or loss, except in a few isolated counties, was of nor consequence 
in either le87 er 1888. Cne possible explanation t1i ht be that the 
Santa Fe Railroad, the railroad serving the southern counties, offered 
more liberal terms to the homesteaders seeking to establish new homes 
. K 4 1n anaas o 
Table I on the following page ives the approximate acres of 
vacant land in the western third of Kansas for selected years. It can 
be seen that within a period of two years, 1884 to 1886, approximately 
one-hnlf of the vacant land in \ieatern Kansas went into the hands of 
4 
Rubert -orvel hichardson and Carl Coke Rister, he Greater 








VACANT LAf S IN WESTERN THI D OF KANSAS 
1684-1892 
TOTAL ORES PUBLICb AILROADc OHOOLd 
IN AREA LAND L ID LAND 
18,201,4oo 8,926,Booe 3,077,200 445,7ooe 
641,100 976,500 152,800 
718,4oO 5)5,500 215,700 
214,300 444,500 171,600 
6,?4,100 542,200 420,4oo 
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TarAL ACRES 





1,596, 700 f 
a The data in this table aro compiled from the biennial reports 
of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture, the fourth through the 
eighth (1885-1893). 
b Public land refers to any part of the Fede1 al domain which 
was open for settlement by the Homestead Act, The Timber Culture Act 
or by Pre- emption. 
c Land offered for sale or held by railroad companies. The 
Union Pacific and The Santa Fe were the only railroads offering 
tracts of land for sale. 
d Section 16 and 32 of every to\mship . 
e The Garden City Land Office did not differenciate between 
public land and school lend in the report of 1684. 
f The increase in total of vacant lands is due to the re-
verting of land back to its former owners either by inability to 
prove up on governoent land or failure to make payments on school 
lands or land bought from the railroads . 
private individuals. There uill be no atte:cpt in this study to as-
certain who these private individuals were, where they crone from, 
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or their purpose in holding land in Western Kansas. It is certain that 
some land speculation did take place, how much is not known, but a 
majority of the lend holders were bona-fide settlers. Thie phase 
will be discussed more fully in Chapter III. 
Assuming for the present that the greater part of the settlers 
were bona fide residents we would do well to look into some of the 
reasons why this sudden influx of popul~tion in 1886, 187, and 188. 
Everett Dick, in hie Sod House Frontier, lists three factors which 
played a part: (1) first in importance was probably the natural land 
hunger of the people in the eastern statee who began to long to exploit 
the western domain, (2) the railroads--cnxious to convert the land 
into cash before it becrune a tax liability and the des ·re to create 
carrying trade - cering little whether en emigrant bought railroad 
land or took free lend because the settling of the country enhanced 
the value of the railroads land, snd ()) the immigration activities 
of local governments.~ 
Immigration schemes of local governments were accompanied by 
the propagandizing of the local newspapers in lestern Kansas which 
shouted the virtues of their particular community to the entire world 
describing it as a virtual Garden of Eden here on earth. 
~verett Dick, The Sod-House Frontier, 1854-1890 (New York: 
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1957), 187. 
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It must be remembered that the greater part of Western Kansas 
in 1885 was still in what is considered the frontier sts.ge of develop-
ment. A frontier, according to Paul w. Zickefoose, is a region of 
"low population pressure" to which migrants from 11high population 
pressure" regions tend to flow, provided the channels of migration 
(communication and transportation) are open. Zickefoose describes a 
"low pressure 11 region as one in which lend is plentiful and labor is 
scarce, where new economic opportunities and the promise of higher 
standards of living beckon.6 estern Kansas certainly met these quali-
fications. 
It is also well to keep in mind the popular belief of that day 
that rain followed the plow. The rain which had fallen in 1865, 184, 
and 1 85 had been plentiful, the crops had been abundant, and the early 
settlers began to believe that they had come upon an agricultural 
paradise. It was said that the climate had changed, the cultivation 
of the soil had favored the retention of moisture and thereby increased 
evaporation, which, in turn, promoted further precipitation. 11 0attlemen 
who scoffed at the proposition were disregarded because of their 
manifest interest in discouraging immigration in order to save the 
priceless pastures for themselves. 11 7 Thus the people CaIIle to the 
6Paul w. Zickefoose, Population and the Labor Force (Lawrence, 
Kansas: University of Kansas, 1955), 1-2. 
7Henry F. ?tason, 11 County Seat Controversies in Southwestern 
Kansas, 11 The Kansas Historical ~uarterly, II (February, 19,?), 46. 
region which for nearly aeventy-five years had been described as the 
"Great Areerican Desert" hoping to turn it into a garden of roses . 
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The climatic records which are available (Tables III and IV) 
show that 1885, 186, 1 87, and 188 were favorable to the growing of 
agricultural products . In all but 1886 the annual precipitation was 
over the 59 yesr average and the picture ,as further brightened by the 
fact that over 14 of the 18. 77 inches fell in the growing season with 
both June and July receiving an inch more precipitation than is normal . 
In the other three years over 80 per cent of the moisture was received 
between the months of April and September . 
A running three year average of precipitation8 discloses that 
for 1885, 186, 1 87 , and 1 88 the figures were well above t~e average 
annual precipitation of 19. 01 inchea . (Figure 5) The reason for using 
a three year running average is that one ye~ of drought does not 
necessarily mean crop failure for that particular year . The previous 
yeor ight have been exceedingly wet giving the soil an abundance of 
subsoil moisture allowing good crops to be produced in spite of lack 
of moisture . The same situation would hold true in reverse order . One 
year might be particularly wet, but if the previous season was dry the 
chances of producing a crop would be exceedingly doubtful, especially 
in the case of wheat seeded in the fall. 
The annual mean temperature record (Figure 5) reveals that in 
8 A running three year aver8.be precipitation is the average 
pr ecipitation amount of three years-- The year under discussion and 
the preceding two years . See Figure 5• 
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only one year, 1887, was thie temperature above the fifty-nine year 
average of 5,.7 degrees Fahrenheit and this by only one tenth of a 
degree. In 1885 the monthe of January and February were especially 
cold and hard on livestock. The temperature pattern for the remaining 
months did not deviate to any great degree from the fifty-nine year 
average monthly mean. January, 1886, the month of the great blizzard, 
had an average mean temperature of 16.9 degrees, making it 12.8 degrees 
colder than J anuary 1 s average mean temperature of 29. 7 degrees. May, 
August, and September were several degrees hotter than normal, but the 
late months followed the normal pattern making a good year for agricul-
ture production. 
The winter months of 1887 were several degrees below normal 
end larch, April, May, June and July temperatures averaged 5.5 degrees 
higher than normal for those monthe. This hot weather, coming when it 
did, was extremely hard on all types of crops resulting in the short 
crop of 1887. January and March of 1888 were several degrees colder 
than normal making it a hard winter for livestock. The spring and 
summer months were near normal in temperature but the autumn months, 
beginning with August, were exceptionally cool. 
No discussion of climatic conditions would be complete without 
some mention of the velocity of the wind which so affects crop pro-
duction in ,'l'eatern Kansas. There was only one station in the western 
third of Kansas which kept records of wind movements during this period, 
and this writer does not feel that records from only one station would 
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provide a representative picture. It has been this writer's experience 
that the hottest days in Western Kansas are generally associated with 
high winds. Thie does not hold true in all cases but is nearly in-
fallible.9 
A comparison between population statistics and climatic conditions 
between 1885 and 1888 reveals little if any correlation. Immigration 
was gaining momentum in 1885 when the precipitation totals for the 
preceding year were high and the temperatures low. In 1886 immigration 
figures rose rapidly while 1885 had a high precipitation total and a 
low mean temperature. In 1887 immigration continued at the same pace 
as 1886 even though the preceding year showed below average precipi-
tation plus the blizzard which caused considerable su:t'fering and hard-
ship. Population fell off a small amount in 1888 even though the 
precipitation total was above normal for 1887. The hot summer tempera-
tures, however, were not conducive to retaining some elements of the 
population in the region. 
A small amount of correlation is detected between the running 
three year average precipitation and the population loss in 1888. The 
9A high velocity of wind affects growing crops in two wa:,Js. 
A high wind is usually associated with dry air and this dry air evap-
orates the moisture within the plants causing them to wilt and to cease 
growing. A high wind also results in a considerable loss of moisture 
from the soil thus depriving the plants of moisture when they need it 
the most. Two or three days of an extremely high and dry wind will 
almost completely destroy a field crop, especially if the wind has been 
preceded by a period in w, ich there has been a deficiency in the normal 
amount of moisture. 
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running average shows a decrease of 3.65 inches between 1885 end 1888 
even though it still remained above the 19.01 inches average annual 
precipitation figure. This is of little significance because the small 
loss of 672 persons does not indicate any large scale trend although 
this population loss might be considered as the forerunner of the rapid 
decline in 1889. 
The statistics gathered and compiled by the Kansas State Board 
of Agriculture show that the total value of all farm products rose 
steadily from 1885 to 1888 (Figure 2). The total number of acres in 
crop land showed the same steady rise as illustrated in Figure 1. The 
number of crop acres increased from 2o4,665 in 1885 to 414,312 in 1886 
or an increase of approximately 100 per cent (Table II). In the same 
year the value of the field crops produced increased 12; per cent, or 
from $1,9;5,;oo in 1885 to $4,357,;oo in 1886. Thi increase in value 
was the result of the increased acreage as the yields and prices re-
mained at the seme level as they were in 1885. Field crops represented 
6o per cent of the total value of all farm products in 1885 and 69 
per cent of the total in 1886. 
The number of crop land acres in 1887 increased ;6 per cent 
up to 561,899 but the value of field crops increased only 14 per cent 
over the 1886 total and was only 6o per cent of the total value of all 
farm products, or 8,;82,000. This decrease was due primarily to 
lowered yields as prices remained relatively stable. In 1888 all three 
percentages rose again. The number of crop land acrea increased 89 
per cent up to 1,059,575, the value of field cropa increased 65 per 
cent and was 61 per cent of the total value of farm products which 
was 1;,211,600, an increase of 58 per cent over the 1887 total. 
17 
There was a wide variety of crops grown by the farmers during 
these years of settlement. Corn was planted extensively in all the 
counties: in 1885 it represented ;8 per cent of the planted field crop 
acres, 51 in 1006, 81 in 1887 (a poor year for corn), and 50 in 
1888 (Table V).10 There were but small amounts of either winter or 
spring wheat planted from 1885 to 1888: the combined wheat acreage of 
72,970 in 1888 only amounted to 8 per cent of the 902,319 planted field 
crop acres. Other crops planted during tnis period included various 
amounts of flex, oats, barley, buckwheat, potatoes, sorghums, broo 
corn, and millet. 
Corn was the dominant crop in production as well as acres 
(Figure;). In 1885 the average yield of thirty-one bushels per planted 
acre in 1886 produced 5,795,954 bushels. Corn production fell in 1887 
as the yield per planted acre amounted to a little over seven bushels 
per planted acre: only 186,949 acres were harvested out of the 
387,383 seeded acres and these acres only produced 2,779,978 bushels 
of corn, a drop in production of ;,014,956 bushels from 1886. Corn 
production in bushels increased to 8,517,542 in 1868 but this increase 
was due more to the increase in acres than better yields as the average 
lOThe number of planted field crop acres is determined by sub-
tracting the acres of fenced prairie grass from the total field crop 
acres (Table II). 
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yield per planted acre only increased to twelve bushels. 
There is some reason to doubt the statistics presented in the 
Fifth Biennial Report of the Kansas dtate Board of' Agriculture in 
regard to the number of cattle in the western tnird of ansas for the 
year 1885 (Table VI). The combined total of milk cows and other cattle 
is listed as 109,517 head. The writer believes that this figure is 
not high enough. This contention is based upon the accounts w.ich have 
been studied in regard to the blizzard of January, 1886. Edgar R. 
Thorpe, living in Kearney County at the time, states that great herds 
of cattle perished in the storm, one outfit losing 10,000 head.11 
Another report states that more than fifty people and tens of thousands 
of cattle were frozen to death in the storm.12 And other reports tell 
us that it was possible to walk from Larned, Kansas (in Pawnee County) 
to the Colorado state line on the backs of the frozen cattle which had 
drifted up against the Santa e ailroad right of way fence . If such 
reports have any semblance of the truth it would appear that there 
were a great many more cattle in ·estern Kansas than the number listed 
by the report of the Board of Agriculture. 
In addition the number of cattle on farms for the year 1886 
(this count would have occurred in. arch, 1886) does not show any 
11113ketches of Early Daya in Kearney County, 11 Kansas Histori-
cal quarterly, VII(February, 1958)J J8. 
12 Blanchard, Conquest of .::>outhwest Kansas, 129. 
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lo se in number but an actual gain of 9, ?:58 head end an increase in value 
of 1, 992, 700 . Such a gain , even ,-,hen one considers the fact that a 
great many settlers cm...e into the territory and undoubtedly br ought 
cattle with them, is contr adictorary to such state.c.iente as found in the 
Annals of Kansas which stete that eighty per cent of the cattle in the 
path oft e otorm were deetroyed . 1' The only concl~sion this autr~r 
could come to is that thousands of head of cattle were omitted fror:i the 
census count of 1885 al though there will be no attempt to estimate the 
actual number . 
The number of livestock reported in eatern Kansas incree.eed at 
a steady rate from 1e85 to 1888 (Table VI) . The nur.iber of re.nge or 
beef cattle decreased fror:i a count of 92, 529 in 1E86 to 87 , 642 in 1887 
but thi s lose was more than regained the following year uhen the nUw.ber 
increased to 120,169 . The mmber of sheep within the rerion showed a 
steady decline from a high of 157, 205 head in 1885 t, 56 , 243 head in 
1668. Incidently, the number of sheep in estern anaas did not surpass 
the count of 18b5 until the first decade of tho twentieth century. 
The low year for swine was 1887 when the count was only 28 , 185 but 
during the other three years the number of swine was close to 50 , 000 . 
The total value of animals slaughtered or sold for slaughter 
end their i ncrease in value was 28 per cent of the total value of farm 
products in 1885 , 31 in 1886, ?7 in 1E87 end?? in 1888. The reported 
13Jennie Small Owen (compiler ) , The Annals of Kansas , (Topeka.a 
Kansas St ate Histor ical 3ociety, 1 195,o 
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f i gures indicate that the position of livestock in the total farm 
picture was approximately the same in 1888 as it had been in 1885 
although, as it has been mentioned, there is some reason to doubt the 
validity of the reported figures for 1885. This author believes that 
45 per cent would be a more accur te figure in place of the 28 per cent 
taken from the report of the St te Board of Agriculture . If such an 
assumption is correct we find that the importance of livestock o.nd 
particularly cattle dropped drastically in 1886, but was followed by a 
rise in 1887 and a decrease again in 1888. 
The settlers coming into the region had little trouble securing 
land . Government land could be had by paying a nominal filing fee end 
a period of residence . Of land belonging to the railroad companies 
many acres were available which could be bought for prices ranging from 
14 two to fifteen dollars an acre . As could be expected the early 
settlers got the choice locations while those who came later had to be 
content with poorer land or land further away from the many tmms which 
had sprung up in the wake of settlement . 
Other factors also played a part in stimulating and encouraging 
the boom psychology which accompanied the rapid growth of population. 
The extent of the boom psychology of the period can be sensed by the 
number of newspapers tnat sprang up in various to\'ms and counties. 
14 This information is derived from the biennial reports of the 
Kansas State Board of Agriculture , the fourth tnrough sixth (1885-1900) . 
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~ost every hamlet had from one to five newspapers which made it their 
business to tell the world about the marvelous advantages of this par-
ticular community. These newspapers were , to great extent, depen-
dent upon leg 1 publications to keep t em going. 15 
The Kansas State Board of Agriculture became a veritable 
propaganda !l,gency through publishing reports which appeared in several 
le.ngueges for the benefit of European homeseekers . These reports pre-
sented an attractive picture of the resources and comr:iercial possibili-
ties offered by the st te and painted a rosy picture of the agricultural 
situation while glossing over the more obvious defects of a region 
suited only for certain types of agriculture. 
The railroad companies, although they no longer had the elaborate 
system of immigration and colonization machinery of the 1870 1 s, still 
were interested in bringing new settlers into tne region. The re.ilroad 
companies cs.red little whether the prospective immigrant bought railroad 
land or settled on government land because an incree.ae in population 
increased the value of t.eir land and mo.de it easier to sell. It uas 
also to the railroads 1 advantage to have settlers in the region because 
of the increase in freight which would naturally come about. 
James C. 1.alin, in his scholarly treatment o the boom period 
in Kinsley, Kansas, a town lying six miles to the east of the eastern 
15zickefooae, Population and the Labor Force , 10. 
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border or the region under discussion, states that nAlong with the 
small-farmer boom (in 1886) had come the railroad boo~--each more or 
less interacting on the other, as the farmer was dependent upon rails 
for hie market, and the new railroads upon the far=era for their 
tra:f'fic. 1116 The cattlemen who had inhe.bited the range before the 
farmer settlers had come were not as dependent on the railro d as the 
farmer. Cattle could walk to market wheree.s the farmer found it e.lmost 
next to impossible to transport hie products any considerable distance. 
Railroad growth was phenomenal between 1885 and 1868. In 1885 
there were only two railroads crossing the region from east to wests 
the Atchison, Topeka, and 3anta Fe, following the general course of the 
Arkansas River in the south; and the Union Pacific Railroad passing 
through Trego, Gove, Logan, and a.llace counties in the north-central 
section. In addition the 1issouri Pacific had extended a line as far 
west as Lenora, in Norton County, and the Burlington n d -1iseottri River 
Railroad had pushed as fer west as Oberlin in Decetur County.17 
Cheyenne, Rawlins, Sherman, Thomae, Graham, Greeley, i/ichi ta, Scott, 
Lane, Nees, Hodgeman, Seward, 1-.eade and Clark counties had no railroads 
16J ea C. Lalin, "The Kinsley Boom of the Late Eighties, 11 The 
Kansas Historical uarterly, IV (February, 1935), 24. 
1711The Official Railroad •.ap of ans as, 11 Third Annual eport of 
the Board of Railroad Commissioners (Topeka: Kansas Publishing tlouse, 
1885},backcover. The map was prepared by Rand, NCNally and Company of 
Chicago end copyrighted in 1885. 
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rurming through their borders although there we.s no location that was 
over seventy-five miles from a shippi g point on the re.ilroad except 
for the northwest corner of Cheyenne County and the southern portion 
of Seward County. 
There were approximately 330 miles of track in 1885, 410 ·1ea 
in 1886, 1,000 rr.iles in 1887, and 1 , 155 in 1888 . Tis was an increase 
of approx· ately :,00 per cent in four years with the biggest increase 
coming in 1887. 18 In 1887 there were only five counties- -Stanton, 
Grant, Haskell , orton, and tevens- -which did not have a railroad of 
some sort serving the cou.ty directly. 
The people of ,·/estern ansas went railroad crazy during t is 
period accordin to J SL:es 1., . .. al.in. ach town and co;..;muni ty t·.ought 
it should have railroad service and as a consequence many cornmuni tiea 
fell victim to the wild cl.e _cs of ::..r:.·c,i:.31 ! ::;:..Le 
lines into t.a a territory of t·10::1e roa's alrea·y built , pri.!arily to 
get the subeidie:J voteJ by counties, tO\mships, and towns, or to sell 
out to stronger roads . 19 The plan of financing railroads were all the 
same; the county and towna:ip would. issue bonds to be exchanged for 
18Thi · t· · ·1 f t· _, t th a 1. 'L: or1-na ion ia co;:npi e rom ne annutu. rep or s o_ e 
Board of Railroad Co iasioners, the t ird t"iroug: aeve, th ( 1885-1889) • 
Thia is approxuiate ~ilea.ge and does not include any side track, spurs, 
or doubl e track . 
l9 alin, 11 The Kinsley Boom in the Late Eigl ties, 11 .£E, . ci.!:,., 25 . 
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stock when the road was finished and put into operation in the county. 
~!any roads were planned and many bonds were issued before the railroad 
bubble bu.rat in late 1887 when the railroads ca.me to an a.gree;.nent not 
to build more r oads in 1887. In some counties where bonds had been 
issued and no lines built a considerable amount of money was lost 
leaving the community in dire financial straits . 
In most cases a very large proportion of the mileage built 
between 1885 and 1888 had been built in anticipation of future ~rowth 
and develop~ent rather than to meet the then present demand . 20 So 
it was that the western third of Kansas had, by the end of 1888, the 
same railroad set-up as exists today except for a few minor changes . 
Another phase of the settlement of ·/estern Kansas was the town-
building boom of that period and the speculation which occu-red hand 
in hand with it . In many instances no towns existed &.nd it was the 
hope of many settlers to have a to~m on his quarter . !any speculators 
ho~esteaded or bought land for just that purpose.21 Towns sprang up, 
almost overnight, and soon boasted of populations they have never 
attained since. 22 
20James Humphrey, 11The Railroads of Kansas, 11 Sixth Biennial 
Report of the ans as State Board of Agriculture , 1887~Topeka: 
Kansas Publishing House , 1889), Part II, 155- 156 . 
21 Blanchard, Oonguest of Southwest Kansas , 180 . 
22Berryoan, 11Early Settlement of Southwest ~ansas, 11 .2.E. • ci ~• , 
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One such town was Hartland in Kearney County. A town company, 
organized in Hutchinson, bought a section of railroad land and began 
the work of plotting and surveying town lots. Thia town company then 
advertized in Hutchinson papers and sent special notices to every state 
telling of the special advantages of thia particular town and then the 
people began to come-speculators, land seekers, business men, mechanics, 
laborera--arriving on every train. 2? This story was repeated many times 
throughout the entire region resulting in the swelled population 
figures of 1887 and 1888. 
The many towns wnich were built in the boom period depended to 
some extent upon continued immigration to keep them alive even at the 
height of the boom period. Jamee O. -.alin, commenting on this, atateal 
The i::nmigranta hoped to make their fortunes, and the 
communities to which they came hoped for a large crop of 
immigrants, if of nothing else, because of the timulation 
to the year 1 s business whic. flowed fro~ the importation of 
money even in the limited .uantities possessed by these 
a::nall faTU1ers. During the frontier an drought years about 
the only cash w,1ich came into a frontier town was z;_ailroad 
taxes and wages, and the spending of homeseekera. 2 
The entire area hoped for a large emount of immigrants in 1888 but 
none were forthcoming and many towns faded aW&:y• 
2? 11Sketches of Early Days in Kearney County, 11 _QE• cit., 69. 
24J emes C .... 1alin, 11The Kinsley Boom of the Late .c.ighties, 11 
The Kansas Historical luarterly, IV ( •i.a:y, 19;>5), 164. 
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Another source of money to the various communities were loans 
and mortgages. Capital was piling up in the East and the belief that 
cities would spring up and land would become productive under culti-
vation encouraged the Easterner to invest his savings in mortgage and 
loan companies. It was easy for the settler to get loans by putting 
up his claim for security. 25 It was also very easy for communities to 
sell bond issues and many towns, coirllllunities, and counties went into 
debt to provide for the latest improvements. The inhabitants were eager 
to vote bonds on the~eelvea for every conceivable purpoa --school bonds, 
railroad bonds, courthouse bonds, bonds to build sugar mills, bonds to 
aid manufacturing enterpriaes--with little thought as to what the 
consequences might be. 26 
Henry F. aeon, in his study of the county seat controversies, 
states that the stru~lea were but a particular phase "f the general 
town-building boom of that period. Each town had a reasonable prospect 
of eucceaa and it was natural that there were many vigorous contests 
and that the value of the prize was overestimated. Ma.son came to the 
conclusion that probably no single county seat is at a different location 
now than it would have been had tnere been no boom, no frenzy of town 
251Iinnie Dubbs !.illbrook, Ness: /estern County, Kansas (Detroit: 
-.ill brook Printin6 Company, 1955), 127 • 
26T. A. -:cNeal, 11 Southweatern Kanae.a, 11 in Transactions of the 
Kansas State Historical ociet, 1901-1902, VII (Topelca: The Kansas 
State Historical ~ociety, 1902, 94. 
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building, no controversy, no bribery, and no murder. In his opinion 
the whole disgraceful episode was hideous night~are. 27 
It is also interesting to note that during the building of the 
Rock Island Railroad from Hutchinson west to Trinidad, Colorado the 
county seat controversies caused the railroad to change its course 
several times. County seat fights in Haskell and Gray counties resulted 
in the defeat of railroad bonds in both counties deflecting the route 
south through l eade County. The county seat fig t in .:>eward County 
again resulted in changing tne line south to Liberal where the road 
arrived in 1888. 28 
Jam.ea O. Hal in wri tea that one of the peculiar featureo of the 
boom of 1887 was the neglect, almost omission o ~ agriculture. There 
was no discussion of field crops, or of livestock, varieties of products, 
adaptation or methods of production. All t ne ballyhoo was railroads, 
town lots, and manufacturing. The farmer was only incidental but after 
1888 it was different. The people w o were booming ··anaas began to 
place emphasis on the necessity of building a sound P. speri ty on the 
products of the local farms. 29 Thia point is borne out by the changed 
27Henry F. Lason, 11 County Seat Controversies in Southwestern 
Kansas, 11 Kansas istorical Quarterly, II (February, 1953), 46-65. 
2cSoliver Philip Byers, 11Early History of the :a aso Line of 
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway, 11 Collections of t_1e 
Kansas 3tate tliatorical ~ociet}, 1919-1922, X:V, (Topeka: The ansas 
State Historical ~ociety, 1925, 575• 
29 .alin, 11The inaley Boom of t he Late i ghties, 11 .2.E.• cit., 164. 
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nature of t .. e reports of t e tate oard of gricul t e \I ich began to 
emphasize the methods of improving Kansas riculture rat er tan de-
voting all the space to attractive immigration literature and statistics . 
A brief r eview of so e of the factors un erlying population 
growth reveals that although there ie so e relationship between the 
rapid population gro,th and the climatic conditions tat prevailed, it 
is not as great as some 1riters rould have us believe . T' ere can be 
no doubt that the above nor al years of precipitation in 1885 , 1 4, 
and 185 influenced many people to migrate to festern Kansas to establish 
homes and to farm in this new- found agricultural paradise . Byte same 
t oken it can be said t.at t.ese a e excellent climat·c conditions also 
influenced migrants who were not ar ers to in:mi rate to the area as 
witnessed by the great nur:iber of towns which sprang into existence . The 
boom was not in b.gricul·~til· fllone but in town- buildin and its many 
differ ent aspects . 
In the followir..g cha ter ue will see t: at population decreased 
rapidly in t le t iree years foll0\'1ing 1 8 . • glance at the a.gricul-
t1.u-al inco:ce for the year 1888 reveals that the failure of the cour.try 
to live up to agriculture expectations uas not t!e zole cause of this 
decline . T:e total velue of ell far products :ncreaeed 322 er cent 
over t 1e l 85 i 0 re of 5, 152, 7 0 ,,1 ile popul tion rose 205 er cent 
or from 38 , 271 to 158, 717. Transferrin this 522 per cent to olle.re 
nd cents He find that the per c pi ta inco e fro 




si ni ic ce ot er t. a to shoH t e ct t e.t tie r · cultural ict re 
was no worse in 1 88 t an it ·e.s it le 5. 
ot er et .od 0 ... lool::i. o.t the agricul turul pictu e s 
Hhole ,,ould be to cor::pare t e inco ,e per acre c cro1 lcn (t s crop-
lend fi ure so includes native pc ture 1 reserve or haj · rr 
purposes) or the various year s o .is inco. e \-1 3 15. 31 per ccre in 
1885, 16.77 per acre ir. 86, 14. 09 per ere in le - (suppose ly a 
poor crop year) an ere in 1888. :is rop o ,/ . inco 
per acre froo 1887 to 1588 uaa dra. tic consider in t e s llness of 
the initial fi ure . et er tis dro ha nything to o Hit t e 
decline in popu_ation w uc.1 occurred in 1889 will be di cunsed .:..n 
tl.e following chapter . 
C III 
POPUL TIO'T DE LL"'E ff \/E.:3 ERN K -s 
1889 - 1891 
The populetion of the western third of Kansas reeched its high 
peek in 1687 ith a populution of 1.59,59.?• In 1888 there was a s!'lall 
decline of 676 inhabitants, but this decline was insignificant co!!lpared 
to t e decline which occurre in 1689, 190, and again in 1 91 (Figure 
4) . The population declined from a total of 1)8,717 in 1588 to 121,071 
in 1889, 102,109 in 1890, end 85,259 in 1891 . This was a decline in 
population of almost 4o per cent in three ye~s. Breaking tie own 
we find that in 1689 t.e decline was 1.5 per cent of t he 1888 total, the 
1890 decline was 15 per cent of the 1889 totel and t e 1891 loss was 
18 per cent of the 1890 total. 
This loss which occurred in Western Kansas w not confined to 
that section alone as the rest of the state followed the ea'1e pattern 
of loss (Table VII) . Of the entire etate 1 e population lose of 55,656 
in 1889, the western third 1 e lose of 17,646 we.a 55 per cent of the totel. 
In 1890 the western third 1 s loss of 18,962 inha itants was 60 per cent 
of the entire state's lose of .51,429, and in 1891 the western t' ird 1 s 
loss of 18,85() residents ,,as 22 per cent o " the stete 1 s total lose of 
84, 674. At no tme during this period, 18 o-1691, was t he western 
third 1 s percentage of the entire state 1 e population above nine per 
cent . It is evident that t he forces opera.ting to reduce the popule.tion 
of ·1eatern Kansas were either peculiar to that section or were more 
drastic than those which existed in the Central and Eastern parts of 
the ete.te. 
The 4o per cent lose in population for the western third of 
Kansas was not evenly distributed among the counties of the region. 
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The counties in the north lost from one to 33 per cent of their popu-
l ation, the counties in the central section lost from 11 to 72 per cent 
of their population and those in the southern section lost from 30 to 
77 per cent of their residents . The average loss for the northern 
counties was 26 per cent , those of t .e central section lost an o.verage 
of 46 per cent of their inhabitsnts and the lose of those counties in 
the south averaged 56 per cent. It is evident that the conditions 
stimulating population move ents were more drsatic in the southern 
section than they were in the north. 
Precipitation amounts for 18 8 and 1889 were near nor el for 
the region , 20 . 06 inc ea in 1888 and 20 . 70 inches in le89 (Figure 5) . 
The spring and s~u::ier months of 18-88 , with the exception of June, were 
wetter tho.n nor .... al but the fall and winter months , beginning with 
September were exceptionally dry (Table III) . The mean temperature 
for 1888 was two degrees cooler than nor~al but the main cause of this 
wast· e winter mont.a being several degrees colder than normal. he 
spring and summer months I temperature varied little fro the fifty- nine 
year average (Tabl e IV) . 
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The precipitation pattern of 1889 followed that of 1888. The 
spring and summer months were wetter than norJ;1al with the fall and 
winter months being dry with the exception of J a.nuary and October. 
The temperature records for 1e89 reveal tLat the mean tempero.ture for 
the entire yeer was within eight-tenths o a degree of being nor 1. 
J anua.ry and F.ebrue.ry were colder than is custo ..... ary, but the rest of 
the year followed the normal pattern within one or two degrees with 
the exception of December which was 11 . 5 degrees warmer than its 
normal mean of thirty- two degrees . 
Although the precipitation and temperature records do not give 
a complete picture of the climatic conditions , nor do they telce into 
consideration conditions which were local in nature, it can be seen 
that 1888 and 1889 were what would be called normal years today. But 
to the farmer- settler of that time the yearo must have appeared as 
drought yearo because the greater proportion of these settlers must 
have migrated from the East where such re.infa.11 amounts would have 
me ant drought . 
In 1890 the settlers experienced a drought of drastic consequence 
with only 13 . 19 inches of re.infall . Along with thio drought the annual 
mean temperature climbed to 54.8, the hottest year occurring in this 
period under discussion . But conditions ilnproved in 1891 as 26.35 
inches of moisture was received and the annual n:een temperature dropped 
to 51 . 9 degr ees , 1. 8 degrees below norwal . 
The total 8l0.0unt of planted field crop acres increased 45 per 
cent in 1889, fell off 58 per cent in 1890 (drought year) but increased 
44 per cent in 1891 (Figure 2). This increase (Table II) was fro~ 
902,519 acres in 1888 to 1,292,902 acres in 1889. The decrease in 
1890 we.a to 805,265 acres but an increase of 44 per cent in 1891 pushed 
the fi e up to 1,169,976 acres. The s e pattern is evident in the 
number of acres of prairie grass under fence although the drop in acres 
in 1890 was not as severe or we.a the increa.ae in 1891 as pronounced. 
The 717,862 acres planted to corn in 1888 was t he highest 
amount allotted to this crop from 1885 to 1900 (Table V). In 1889 the 
corn acres dropped to 661,969 followed by another drop in 1890 do\'m to 
4o8,982 acres. In 1891 the &mount was still lower, dropping to 558,002 
acres. This amounts to a drop of 55 per cent in four years time. Thie 
decline in the acres planted to corn was partially restored by increa.aed 
planting of both winter and spring wheat in every year from 1888 to 
1891. Winter wheat acreeges increased from 49,975 in 1888 to 96,891 
in 1889, up to 250,106 in 1890 and to 544,4o8 in 1891. Spring wheat 
acreage increased from 22,997 in 1888 to 55,504 in 1889 and to 1'4,752 
in 1890 but ehovred a slight decrease down to 128,886 acres in 1891. 
The total wheat acres increased from 72,970 in 1888 to 475,0,1+ in 1891 
or an incre se of al~ost 500 per cento In 1891 wheat replaced corn 
a.a the dominant planted crop in ; eetern Kansas. 
Figure 1 shows the.t a combined corn and wheat acreage line 
would follow the total crop acres line rather closely up to 1889 but 
in that year the field crop acres increased 44 per cent while the co -
bined wheat and corn acres only increased three per cent. The situation 
was partially reversed in 1890 when the total field crop acres fell off 
51 per cent while the combined corn and wheat acres fell off three per 
cent . In this seme year , 1890, the combined wheat and corn acreage of 
795 , 84c was 98 per cent of the 805 , 265 planted field crop acres . 
In 1888 e.nd 1889 there was a great deal of acreage devoted to 
the production of sorghums in the hopes that the sorghums could be 
used for the production of cane sugar . Sugar cane mills were built in 
several localities but the operations were generally unsuccessful 
because the sugar content was too low to permit extraction on a profit-
able basis . 1 The farmer had also come to realize the value o sorglrums 
as livestock feed so they were devoting more of their acres to its 
production . The close relationship between the combin d corn end wheat 
acr es of 1890 end the total planted field crop acres is misleading 
because undoubtedly many of the acres planted to winter wheat in the 
fall of 1889 were replanted to spring crops in 1890 because of the 
exceedingly dry fall conditions of 1889. 
In 1891 the margin between the co bined corn and wheat acres 
and the total planted crop land acres widened with the corn and wheat 
acres only accounting for seventy per cent o the 1, 169 , 976 planted 
crop l and acres . Thirty per cent of the plante crop land acres was 
1Paul • Zickefoose , Population and the Labor Force (Lawrence , 
Kansas : University of l.ansas , 1955) , 9• -- - - --- -- -
being planted to other crops such as rye, barley, oats, potatoes, 
brool'.'.lcorn, and sorgh s, a more natural condition than existed in 1890 . 
All classes of livestock, with the exception of swine in 1891 
and mules and asses during the entire period (1889- 1891), increased in 
number . Their increase in value for the individual years, however, 
shoued a steady decline due to decres.sed prices . Thia decline was 
from a hi h of 5,283, 900 in 1888 to 994, 500 in 1889 to 893 , 800 in 
189() to 503,700 in 1891. 
Financially speaking, the ar;ricul ture picture was certainly 
not bright even though far~s, in moat sections, ad continued to expand 
in size and scope . The total value of fe.rm products (Figure 2) decreased 
15 per cent ( 13, 211,600 to 11,268,000) in 1889 . Of this total value 
in 1889, 70 per cent was from field crops, 25 per cent was from the sale 
of livestock and their increase in value, and 7 per cent was from the 
sale of other products . 2 Lowered prices for e.11 types of farm products 
was the pr ar ca.uoe a:' .,1ia lecline in value as yields , acres planted, 
and the number of li veatock had all increased to a certain exte.1t. This 
lowered price for fel•m products is reflected in the amount of return per 
acre as it fell sharply in 1889; 7. 05 an acre as co~pared to 12. 47 
per acre in 1888. There were undoubtedly farmers who left ·,;eatern 
Kansas because of the 50 per cent 1ecline in income per acre from 18~e 
to 1889. 
2other products defined in Table II , 'ootnote c. 
The low amount of return per acre in 1889 and the drought con-
ditions which existed in 1890 :1a.d a noticeable effect on agriculture 
in general during 1890 . The total acrea of field crops decreased 51 
per cent, the value of field crops decreased 34 per cent, the value of 
livestock sold or their increase in value decreased 27 per cent, and 
the value of other products decreased 7 per cent resulting in an overall 
decrease of 31 per cent in the total value of all farm products, a 
decline from 11,268,000 in 1889 to i7,762,4oO in 1890. The price the 
farmers received for their products increased to some extent and this 
accounts for the fact that the total value of farm products re ained 
as high as it did because the corn crop of 1890 was almost a complete 
failure and the wheat crop averaged but five bushels per planted acre . 
However, there was no drastic drop in the total value of products per 
acre as the figure only dropped from 7. 03 to 7. 01 . etter prices and 
decreased acree~e ore responsible fort is slig' t spread of value per 
acre in a year when climatic conditions were responsible for low yields . 
A breakdO\-m of the total value of farm products (Table II) 
shows there was very little change in the comparative value of the three 
divisions of farm products . The field crop percentage of the total 
dropped from 70 to 68 per cent of the total value; the income from 
livestock sold and the value of their increase in value rose one point 
up to 24 per cent of the total value of all farm products; and the 
value of other products increased from 7 to 8 per cent of the total value 
of all farm products for 1890. 
In 1891 the agriculture picture bri htened considerably. 
lentiful rains produced good crepe in moat sections. ven with slight-
ly lower prices than 1890 the total valut; 0.1. all far:..1 products increased 
84 per cent, rising from 7, 762,400 in 1890 to 14,294, 900 in 1891 . 
The total acres of field crops increaeed from 1,107,450 in 1890 to 
1,535,298 in 1891 . Along witn increaeed acre e the far ers also received 
increased yields, the corn crop averaging twenty-eight bushels per 
planted acre and wheat averaging fifteen bushels per planted acre with 
other crops increasing accordingly . The inco~e per acre of crop land 
increased from 7. 01 in 1890 to 9 . 51 in 1891 . This increase did not 
mean prosperity to every farmer but it certainly brightened the hopes 
of the hearty souls who had suffered through the drought of 1890 . 
The value of field crops produced accounted for 84 per cent of 
the total value of all farm products in 1891 . The v lue of livestock 
sold and their increase in value declined to only 12 per cent of the 
total value of far products . The value of other pro ucts also 
decreased , being 8 per cent of the total in 1890 and 4 per cent in 1892. 
The per capita value fro• the total value of faro producte increased 
from 76.02 in 1890 to 174.09 in 1891 . This increase was due to not 
only increased production but to a decline in population which occurred 
during 1891. 
It has been observed t:nat the plig t o the farmers in lestern 
Kansas could not have been too prosperous and that their dreams of 
farming in an agricultural paradise had been shattered by at least 
one year of drought and other years in whic: the rainf'all had not been 
what they had been led to expect. Conditions were not as severe in the 
north as they were in the south. The principal reason for this was that 
corn, the crop that all the farmers relied upon during the first years 
of settlement,was better adapted to the north than to the south because 
of more moisture in the north and less hot winds at tasseling time. 
The population decreased 56 per cent in the south w~ile only 
decreasing 26 per cent in the north. One of the factors contributing 
to this difference in lose would be that the settlers in the south were 
more out of harmony with their environment than those of the north both 
in regard to crops planted and methods of farming. Another possible 
explanation is that the counties lying to the north were not s1..tbject 
to as much town-booming, speculation, and other factors that go hand 
in hand with the two. The literature available on the per iod reveals 
that some town-booming an speculation did truce place in the north but 
it was not on as wide a scale as that which occurred in the south. 
The 3eventh 3iennial Report of the ~tate Board of Agriculture 
describes the people who left Western Kansas in 1889 and 1890 as the 
booLJers, speculators, mechanics, and never-do-wells who followed in 
the wake of the boom and that their loss was not detrimental to the 
region.? But was this the case7 It would ho.rdly be justifiable to 
classify 7? per cent of the settlers of l• orton Cou.1ty, 51 per cent of 
>Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Seventh Biennial Report of 
the ~tate Board of Agriculture, 1889-1890 (Topeka: a.nsas Publishing 
House, 1891), vii. 
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the settlers in Kearney County, or .5.5 per cent of the settlers in 
Sheridan County as this type of people . There was this type of people 
in the region and it is undoubtedly true that they were the first to 
leave but alon with the::n went the honest and capable settlers who 
found that the region did not offer them a reasonable prospect of 
prosperity. 
The many towns which had sprung into existence during the 
height of the boom faded from the scene as quickly as they Caine. The 
towns which remained were reduced in population, leaving only those 
tradesmen who were essential to the far ere . ing the boom years 
the people had been careless and reckless about going into debt but 
after the boom stopped in 1888 one could not sell property and many 
people left the country leaving lands deserted and homes, f !Ima, towns, 
townships, and counties saddled with mortgages, bonds, d debts . 4 
Most o the people who remained were reduced to t ... e direst poverty. 
It must be reme bered that in certain localities t ere would be 
exceptions to this because of different localized climatic conditions 
and factors associated with the natural productivity of the land . 
Conditions improved as one traveled to the north, but evidence indicates 
that t.ere was considerable loss of farming population in these counties 
also .5 
4Leola Howard Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest l{ansas (Wichita: 
Tne Wichita Eagle ress, 1951), .504. 
5An effort was made to select a representative nu:nber of 
4o 
Various reports disclose t. t t ere were people Hoc e to 
, estern Kansas during the boon period \'1: o lad no intention or i 1g a 
per-anent ho e in t e region . he:.r plo.ns uere to homeate d 160 acres 
an then take ad vantage o" the clause in the Ho _estead Act allowing 
the to co te their ho estea risht in~o a reemption right . A 
loan company would the a vance :noney to the far er to pay t. e govern-
~ent price of 1 . 25 an acre for hie land . ter tie title to the 1 d 
was received the balance of the loan (usually 5()0) was paid to the 
farmer . No interest was paid on the oortge.ge as tis type of settler 
generally moved out of the region "ollowing t e completio.1 o the .::'i ~l 
trar aactione of the loan wit t. e s eculator ·1&ving a ti y profit for 
towns ips within various counties o the central nd north sections and 
to check t: eir populations in 1 8 o..gainst the 1891 populr ion fi~ures . 
Townships chosen were pick d at random with only one auali icatio'l : 
there -,as ot to e ore t an one tovm ( and pref era.bl., none) wi t.,ii1 the 
township . The populatio of ecatur County decreased 50 per cent 
(11 , 669 to 7, 855) between 1888 1891; t e popul tion of' uster To •m-
ship in ecatur ou:ity lo3t 21 per cent (22~ to 164) o its population 
between 1888 an 1e91 . homas 'Jourty lost ,,,;J .er c nt (6,174 to 4 , 069) 
of its popul tion between 1588 and 1891; u.:..mera Township in Tho as 
County lost 56 per cent ()6 to ):56) betHeen ie88 nd 1891 . oss ounty 1 s 
popul tion declined 4o per cent (J , 505 to 4 , 121) betueen 1 88 and 1891 
and ,lar ing 1owns ip in es s 0ounty lo st 25 per ce>.1t ( i:A2 to 652) of its 
population between 1888 and 1891 . 
The same type of check in the southern counties reveals that in 
mo3t cases the population lose in the rural toHns ips coincided with t e 
loss experienced by the entire county. 0larK County lost 55 per cent 
(4, 281 to 1, 94:J) between 1888 nd 1 91 ; ~itka. Or'lnship lost 55 per cent 
(275-to 125) O- its popul tion in the s e perio • • orton ~ounty1s 
populetion a.eclined 75 per cent (2,618 to 707) between 188 an 1891 
and the popul tion o, .orton Township in .. orton Cou 1t eclined 72 p r 
cent (543 to 154) between 1 8 an 1891 . 
The above ~aterial is based on data take from the sixth and 
eighth biennial reports o~ the ass ~tate o do ~riculture . 
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a half year I s work. It would be ifficul t to , ete ine ho, r..any 
people actually did this very thing but the act v1as not U!1CO on . 
A factor aiding this tendency to viol te the spirit o the 
Ho estead Act was the e.vailability of loans and mortg es . ,.ost of the 
mortgages were sold to eastern parties ,:ith a considerable Ynarket 
abroad but when the boom collapsed, these nortgc.ge coI!lpenies I ailed, 
and many investors were lucky if they received twenty- five cents on a 
dollar on their invest¥ents . 7 
The above nentioned act was contrary to tne spirit o t.e 
Federel land 1 ws , but e.s George L . nderoo po.:.r.ts out, in his 
scholarly treatment of the administration of the ederal lan laws in 
',lestern Kansas , it was not the only way in which t ese laws were abused . 
It ay be suggested that it \·1as not only ·:e lend laws 
that were unadapted to the ree.t lai .o, but t .e rules and 
regule.tions with w icn they were surrounded- ... he admir.istre.tive 
procedures as well as the laws . It may be re a.r1eed furth r 
that the tendency toward rapid turnover ong early settlers 
was stil:r..uleted r ather than checked or restrained by the operation 
of the federal lc~d laws . T.e technical c.n involved rules of 
procedure, the invitation to contest , and the absence of eny 
effective :nethod o dealing ;,1'th violations of the laws contri-
buted to the atmoop •. ere of uncer tainty tLat surrounded \tea5ern Kansas co:..J.Imlni ties during tr.eir early an formativo years . 
6t.innie Dubbs •. illbrool:: , ess ; fostern County Kar.se..s ( etroit : 
!,illbrooK Printing Co. pany, 1955) , 135• 
7zickefoose , Population and the Labor Force , 12. 
8George L. Anderson, 11Tne dminiatre.tion of F'ederal Land Lare 
in ',lestern ansae , 1800- 1890 : A .,.,,o.ctor in Adjust_ent to a •. ew nviron-
n:ent , 11 he Historical 1uarterly, • ( ove!..ber, 1952) , 251 . 
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The fallacy o~ the federal land laws in eatern ansaa roduced 
to one simple statement is t at 160 acres of land was not sufficient 
acreage to maintain a prosperous farm frunily . It is true that an in-
divi ual far er could increase his e.creo.ge by filing II imber Act 11 and 
11 Stone and Timber II act cla.L s but in most localities t. e settler could 
not fulfill the require~ents 11ich were necessary in the provisions of 
these two acts in order to gain title to the land . The far!l'!er could 
only succeed by growing a ca.a crop and could not do this until he 
could equip a farm , and under ordinary circumstances the for er could 
not produce enough salable pro ucts to support a fW!lily and to provide 
for the nor al improver..ents and equip ent . His only solution, therefore , 
was to go into debt to buy his equipr ent . 
In most cases the honest farmer was not overburdened with debt 
but the far ers found themselves in serious difriculty because of the 
drought an n:any of the could not hold out until better ti ea could 
cozr.e . 9 The mortg e companies , \/ .ich l:ad loaned so freely during the 
boo perio , were now expect i ng so=e return from their invest e t and 
many mortgages on f r s were foreclosed because o the inability of the 
farmer to pay the interest on hie debt . lthough hig.er prices for 
their products v1ould have undoubtedly helped most fe.r era to re , in on 
their farns and to pay t eir ebte , there is serious question \1 ether 
9zickefooee, Population and the Labo..!, Force , 20 , quoting aymond 
Curtis 1, iller , 11The Background o opuliem in .t\.ansas , 11 The " ieeissippi 
Valley . is tori cal Review , I (Larch, 1925) , 175 . 
a moderate difference in prices throughout the yeara would have changed 
the situation.10 
The climatic conditions which existed in 1888 must be considered 
in an effort to find the relationship that existed between climatic 
conditions and the population loss which occurred between 1889 and 1891. 
The climatic conditions in 1888 resulted in only fair crops being pro-
duced in 1888, and this year of fair crops following a yeax of poor 
crops in 1887 was one of the deciding factors in the population decline 
which began in 1889. However, as it has been stated in Chapter II, many 
of the settlers who had come to the region had been led to expect manu-
facturing possibilities and they had been disappointed in this respect 
as such developuent did not take place. 
Good climatic conditions and good crop yields in 1889 apparently 
were not enough of an incentive to cause the populati~ decline to stop 
in 1890 and the poor climatic conditions of 1890 contributed to some 
extent to the population decline in 1891. 
There is a close relation between the running three yea:r average 
precipitation (Figure 5) and the population decline as both declined 
during the period. This average increased in 1891 while populations 
continued to decline, but it must be r e bered that, in most cases, it 
would be the previous year I s condi tiona which would cause people to 
leave the region and not the conditions which existed after the .arch 
lOJeites o ••. alin, "The Kinsley Boom of the Late Eighties," The 
Kansas Historical uaxterly, IV (May, 1935), 175. 
first census count had occurred . 
The number of acres in farms was at practically the same level 
at the end of the period as it had been at the beginning of the period 
with what loss occurring confined to the southwest where the population 
had fallen off at sue a drastic rate . The livestock industry had ex-
panded throughout the entire period but it still re~ained far below 
farming as the principal source of income . 
Conditions looked bright at the end of 1891 . The harvest for 
the year had been good and the wet fall had encouraged the anticipation 
of another good crop year . It is true that prices were only fair, but 
the farmer hoped that with increased production they could take up the 
losses caused by these prices . The total value of all farm products 
had increased to a new high for the region; prosperity was just around 
the corner. Another year such as 1891 and the western third of Kansas 
would have been on a sound financial footing. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE S \ALL BOO£ THEN DECL E 
1892-1895 
The population of Western ansas reversed its decline in 1892 
increasing from 85,259 inhabitants in 1891 to 86, 390 in 1892, a small 
increase of 4 per cent (Table VII) . In 1893 the rs.te of increase was 
11 per cent over the 1892 total , increasing from 86,390 inhabitants to 
95, 559 . The increase in population in 1892 occurred in 17 of the 31 
counties . There was no definite pattern in the counties that increased 
in population, but increases were more prevalent in the east and north 
while the counties that declined in population were confined, for the 
greater part, to the western tier of counties and the counties in the 
southwest . Every county sho\led population increases in 1893 with the 
exception of four counties in the southwest--iorton, Hamil on, Kearney, 
and ~eward counties. 
This boom was short lived as population began a downward trend 
again ln 1894. Population declined from 96,210 in 1893 to 90,248 in 
1594, a loss of 6 per cent . All but five counties--Rawline, Decatur, 
Cheyenne, Jcott, and Finney--showed losses of various degrees. This 
downward trend in population was continued in 1895 with a loss of 15 
percent of the population bringing t '1e total down to 76,758. wvery 
county within the section declined in population with t e popul tion 
figures of 1895 representing a 45 per cent lose from the 1887 peak 
total of 159, 393• 
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The population for the state followed the same pattern as did 
the western third : increasing in 1892 and 1893 but decreasing in 1894 
and 1895 (Table IV) . The western third 1 a increase of 3, 151 inhabitants 
in 1892 accounted for 36 per cent of the state's increase of 8 , 609 . In 
1893 the western third 1 s increase of' 9,820 residents accounted for 51 
per cent of the state 1 s increase of 19,185 . Of' the decrease wnich 
occurred in 1595 the western third 1 s loss of 5,962 accounted for 21 
per cent of the state 1 a loss of 28,282. But in 1895 the entire state 
lost only 3,594 inhabitants while the v .stern U.5.r loct 1.:,,1~ , fotr 
til c.1 greater than that lost by the state. he above statistics indicate 
that in 1892 and 1893 the western third of the state seemed more attrac-
tive to the immigrant than the reuainder of the state but in the follow-
ing year the situation we.s reversed . In 1895 some of the immigration 
must have been from the western third to the remainder of the state 
because the western t. ir I s loss was greater than the entire state 
combined. 
In Chapter III it was noted that there was a sufficient a.mount 
of moisture in 1891 which resulted in good crops . This undoubtedly was 
no small factor in the increase in immigration which began in 1892 and 
continued on into 1893. However , this 26 . 35 inches of moisture which 
fell in 1891 was no indication of the moisture which would fall in the 
succeeding years . The following year, 1892, was not a drought year 
but the 18.70 inches recorded was 7. 63 inches below the preceding yeq,r 1 s 
total and . 31 inches below the 59 year average (Table III and Figure 5) . 
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The winter and spring months were wetter t an nor al but t e remain er 
of the months , beginning with June, were dry 1it the exceptio of 
August when there was 3.50 inches recorded . he an ual mean te perature 
for 1892 was 51 . 6 degr ees , 2. 1 degrees cooler t,1an the nor~al mean 
(Table IV) . None o~ the months deviated from their normal mee.n temp-
erature to any great degree but the ajority were one to t.~ee de rees 
bel ow nor ...... al . But the f ct that t .• e annual ean te perature was 2. 1 
degr ees cooler than nortnal a.oea not exclude the possibility tnat there 
could' ave been a we~( or more of extreI!lely hot weather or extre~ely cold 
weather so etime within the year . 
The dry weather which had begun in tne f 1 and winter mont s 
of 1892 continued on into 1893 and 1694. About tne only description 
which will fit these two years io 11 severe drought" . he rainfall ar:i.ount 
in 1893 was 11 .93 inc ea an in 1894 the total was 12. 19 i chea . July, 
August , and .:iepte!!lber of 1893 were comparatively wet , but there was 
ver y little moisture the rest of t e year . The moisture w·1ich fell in 
those three months was beneficial to the planting of winter wheat, but 
the dry sp r ing mont:i1s of 1894 ruined the cha ces for a w} eat crop in 
1894. The ean annual te perature for 1893 was 52.6 degrees, 1.8 degrees 
bel ow nor al. The monthly records for 1895, however, disclose t .• ot 
ther e were no months in wi1icl there was any great variation from t e 
no al means for the month. 
rebruary, June , and ~ep ember were the only mont so 1894 in 
1hich ther e was anything near the normal precipit tion cunts . he 
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rest of the months , as in 1893, fell far below the normal precipitation 
amounts . The temperature records for 1894 show that the annual nean 
temperature was 52. 9 degrees , . 8 degree below normal . The winter and 
spring months were several degrees cooler than normal whereas the 
SU!lllller and fell months were nearly nor al . 
The drought conditions which had persisted through 1893 and 
1894 were not really broken until a..r of 1895 when 2. 89 inches of rain 
fell followed by an extremely wet June and July. There were 21 . 59 
inches of moisture recorded in 1895, 2.58 inches above the 59 year 
average of 19 .01 . Thia moisture was not evenly distributed however . 
Almost 70 per cent , 14. 74 inches, fell in tnree months- - .ay, Ju ie, and 
July-- and the rest of the months, with the exception of February and 
November , were considerably drier than their 59 yeer aver8.f,e • The mean 
annual temperature was 51 . 7 degrees , 2 degrees cooler t han nor al as 
was June and July, the mont.s in which the largest amount of noisture 
was received . The year uas not an ideal crop year , but it was an im-
provement over the drought years of 1593 and 1894. 
The effect of the good crop year of 1891 can be seen by the 
increase in farming operations wnich occurred in 1892 (Tables II and IV). 
Then ber of planted field crop acres increased from 1,169,976 to 
1,632,698 , an increase of 4o per ce.t . The acres of fenced prairie 
grass increased from 315,322 to 347,310, and then ber of the different 
classes of livestock , ,-ri tn the exception of milch cows , increased from 
10 to 20 per cent . This increase in the number of livestock was accom-
panied by an increase in the value of livestock kept on the farLs , which 
was set at 1, 578, 700 by the State Board of Agriculture . 
The total value of all farm products for 1892 was 16, 286 , 100 
an increase of 14 per cent over the 1891 total of $14, 294, 900 . Of this 
total , 82 per cent was from field crops , 14 per cent from livestock 
sold or t eir increase in value, and 4 per cent from other products . 
The above percentages were approximately the same as in 1891 sot ere 
was no significant c ange in tne source of agriculture incone . The 
value of the far products per acre was 8 . 23, a decrease of ~1 . 08 
from 1891 but more tha.z a dollar more than the same return we.a in 1889 
and 1890 . The per capita value of products produced was 188. 52, an 
increase of 106 . 66 over the figure attained in 1885 , the year when 
extensive settlement was just beginning . Like 1891 , 1892 ,as a good 
year for agriculture . 
The good crops of 1891 and 1892 encouraged the farmer of Western 
Kansas to increase his acreage of planted field crops 25 per cent in 
1895 . Thia figure of 2, 035 , 152 acres was the highest total reached 
between 1885 and 1900, but even then , this figure was little more than 
10 per cent of the total acres (18 , 201,4o0) within the area. The acres 
of prairie gr ass under fence decreased from 547, 310 acres to 270 , 168. 
Then ber of cattle decreased 12 per cent but the other classes of 
livestock showed alight incr eases . 
The value of farm products produced fell from ~16, 286, 100 in 
1892 to 6 , 665 , 900 in 1895, a drop of 59 per cent . Of this total value , 
60 per cent came from field crops , 27 per cent from the sale of live-
st ock and 4 per cent from the sale of other fa.rm products . Thia is a 
significant change from 1892. Field crops , although they continued to 
be the chief component of the farmer 1 s income, no longer completely 
dominated the scene . The value of the return per acre of all farm 
products decreased to 2. 89 , a drop of 6 . )4 from the 1895 figure . The 
value of farm products per capita also decreased, dropping from 188. 52 
to 69 . 28 , which was approximately the same as it had been in 1886. 
The yea.r was not only a poor yea.r for agriculture because of the drought 
but the farmers had to contend with a lowered price for their product 
as a result of the Panic of 1895, which affected the nation as a whole . 
Ther e is a close relationship between the population decline of 
1894 and the decline in the number of planted field er p acres . Popu-
lation declined 6 per cent and the number of field crop acres declined 
5 per cent . Thia drop o plated field crop acres, from 2,055,152 to 
1 , 976 , 460 , w a not accompe.nied by a similar decrease in the n ber of 
acres of fenced prairie grass acres which increased from 270 , 168 to 
561 , 540 acres . The combined totals, listed as total field crop acres 
in Table II , increased one per cent up to 2, 505, 500 acres in 1895, 
which was the hig eat amount recorded between 1885 and 1900 . The 
number of cattle and swine in the region decreased approximately 25 
per cent but the number of sheep , horses and mules showed a alight 
i ncre ase . 
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It is clear tat the tlroug t of' 1894 affected far ing in muc 
the same manner as had the drought of 1895. T e v lue of fer products 
decreased 7 per cent , down to the low total of 6,194 , 500 . Of this 
total , fiel crops accounted for 51 per cent ; tne ae.le of livestock, 
36 per cent; and other products , 15 per cent . his was a continuation 
of the trend ,,hich had be n in 1895 : f ers were relying ore and ore 
on livestock and t· e ot er pro ucts to ceep t e goi 
The value o the return per cres of all arm products decreased 
from the already low figure of 2. 9 in l 95 to 2. 65 in 1894. he 
value of far products per capita also ecreased , dropping from 69 . 28 
to 68 . 64 . Farmer s , at the end c:t' 189'-t, ,ere in dire circUl!lstences 
c!'ter suffering tnrou h two straigl·t years of drought , short crops , end 
low prices . It is no 1onder that t.e region lost 15 per cent of its 
population the following year . 
From 1891 to 1894 there "ere more acres of wreat pl nted than 
any other cro1 ( T bl V) . But in l 95 t 1e nunber o~ acre... plade to 
corn increase sharply and then' be of cres planted to ~heat ecreased, 
ellowint:: corn to occupy the top position it had hel up to year 1891 
(Fi ·ure 5) . This apparent reversal of the trend to repl ce car by 
wheat was pro ably due to t.e ry conditions w ·c existed in the last 
.alf of 1894 resulting in as aller amount of Ninter wheo.t b ·nc pl ted . 
is condition existed in 1 95 only as in 1696 con itio s ere reversed 
nd wheat again bee e the ominant pl & ted crop of the re ion . 
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he co bined corn and wheat acres accounted for 64 per cent of 
the planted fiel · crops in 1692, 65 i. 1895, 72 in 1894, end 74 in 1695. 
In 1891 the counties in the sout. began pl£J1ting less corn e.n spring 
wheat and ore winter •heat .-rhile t .e cou tieo in the north planted 
ore corn tan winter wh t elt.hou ht ey also increased their w:.nter 
1he t acre e as well as their corn acre e . 
Anot er trend w ic 1 bee e evident in 1891 is t 1at w. en there 
was a general increase in planted ield crop acrec, t .. e biggest increase 
was in the central end northern sections of the region, and when there 
was a generul decrease in the a.mount of plente field crop acres, the 
big eat decrease ras in the sout.ern section of the region . By 1595 
the southern section and pe.rticularly the southwest corner coul hardly 
be classed e.s farming co~uni ties for their ple!'lted field crop e.cres was 
little more than it ha been in 1886. 
In 1892 four cle.esee o fiel c ·ops-- winter ,,heat, spring \lheat , 
barley, and rye- -reacheC:. their peak production figure in bus els it. t 1e 
perio between le-85 and 1900. he co?:bined total of 'linter n spring 
wheat surpassed corn as the leading crop pro uced in bushels . In lc,95 
the production i bushels of all field crops showed severe drop with 
corn being t .e onl • r..ajor crop whose production r aine a.bov the 
500,000 bushel ark (Fi ure 5) . In 1894 the winter wheat and b ley 
production figures.ow a slight increase but the re in er of the 
major crops decreased still further in production with corn falli g 
below the 100 , 000 bushel ark for tle first tie during tis e tire 
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per iod , 1885 - 1900 . 
The year 1895 was a good corn year with production soaring up 
to 8 , 577, 400 bushels . The production of the other major crops also 
increased but their combined totals in bushels did not exceed th t of 
corn, the quee crop in all but three yea.rs between lE:'85 and 1900 . 
Althoug it has not been mentione in previous chapters , there 
,rere occasional dust stor~s between 1885 and 1894, but in 1894 and 
1895 dustatorme were both frequent and severe . 1 During these two years 
duststor s caused considerable suffering and losses , particularly the 
sto of the fifth and sixt. of April, 1895, when it was esti ted that 
the stock losses from this stor were from 25 to 50 per cent . This 
storm was also responsible for the death oft ee c ildren near Johnson , 
Kansas . 2 
The rain meki--g delusions reached a peak in ansas between 1890 
and 1694 with t ee rain making companies formed in Goodland alone . 
These cowpanies aroused great interest all over Western Kanoas end for 
at· e , especially duri.g the drought period of 1895 and 1894, their 
services were in gres.t demand . A great diversity of opinion existed 
as to whether the rain makers could produce rain but the farmers were 
desperate . If no rain was produced they were out nothing, and if re.in 
1James C. , alin, 11Dust tor !l, Pert Three , 1886- 1900, 11 
Kansas Historical •uarterly, XIV (November 1946) , 4o3 . 
2rlal in, 11Dust Storms , Part T ee , 1886- 1900, 11 lac . ill•, 4o5 . 
was produced the benefit to the crops would surpass the amount paid to 
the r s.i nr:iaker s • ; 
The period from 1892 to 1895 was one of two extremes. The year 
1892 was a yesr when everything did well, crop production was high, 
prices were fair, climatic conditions were excellent, and livestock 
production was at a peek figure . Population increased during 1892 end 
1895 and it is assumed that this population increase was based, to a 
lsrge extent, on the increased prosperity of' far :ng in 1891 and 1892 
for there is no record of a concerted effort of booming the town and 
manufacturing as there had been in lt185-l888 . There were very few new 
towns established nor were there any serious county seat quarrels, nor 
were there many cases of extensive land specul~ting . This t· e the 
booo, if it can be called that, was based on the merits of the region 
as a farming district. 
In 1895 the bottoc dropped out of everyt ing . he drought, 
lower prices, disappointing crops, all had their effect on the region 
and population began a decline which continued into 1896. Conditions 
were far worse than they had been in 1888. Those who left, end the 
majority of these were farmers, left to seek economic opportunities 
elsewhere as the chances of making a living farming in \/es tern ' ans as 
were extremely lin:.ited . This is in contrast to the situation which 
existed in 18~8 when the agriculture picture was not desperate . 
?J.artha B. Caldwell , n o e , ansa.s R in -1:akers, 11 The • ans as 
Historical quarterly, VII ( ugust , 1958), ~06- 324. -
• TE:R V 
THE P~ IO OF~ BIL TY , 1896- 1900 
The population of the '.testern third of Kansas showed little 
difference for the years between 1896 and 1900 (Figure 4) . The 
population figure of 76,619 in 1896 was only 3,650 less than tLe 1900 
tot 1 of 80,249. The population 'ecline , ,f.J.ic had begun in 1894, 
continued until 1698 ,..,hen the count stoo at 73, 500, t11e lowest total 
since 1885, but in the remaining years of the period the population 
increased slowly each year , increasing five per cent in both 1899 end 
1900 . The declines in population int e years after 159? were slight, 
decreasing lees than one per cer.t in bot"1 1896 and 1898, and four per 
cent in 1897 • 
There is a definite pattern in regar to when the individual 
counties reached the low point in population . The counties in the 
northeast corner of the re6 ion and extending down to l 1e and : ese 
counties all reached this low point in or before 1896. m.e remain er 
of the counties with the exception of Ha!!!ilton and inney reache t.ie 
l ow point in 1897 and after , wit 1 five counties reaching their lowest 
total in the period between 1896 and 1900 (Table VII) . 
'Ii th the exception of four counties in the northeast and three 
counties in the south t: ere is no definite pattern of steady grm-,th or 
steady decline . In the four northeast counties, Decatur, ~:orton, 
3heridan, and Graham , the population within each county increc.aed e ch 
ye ex after 1895• In the three counties in the south tl"!is situation was 
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reversed, tat is, the population declined steadily in this period 
between 1896 end 1900. In moat cases, however, the population growth 
or decline, in both those counties which showed definite trends and 
those in which there was no notica1le trend, was a small amount . 
The climatic conditions w.ich prevailed during this period, 
1896-1900, were a definite improvement over those which existed during 
the period, 1892- 1895, diacuased in the last chapter . In 1896 the pre-
cipitation amount dropped below that amount received in 1895, but the 
19.58 inches was above the 59 year average end, with the exception of 
June, there waa ample moisture during the growing season. T.e dry fall 
in 1895 and the comparatively dry spring in 1896 were not too advan-
tageous for the growing of farm crops . The annual mean tereperature for 
1896 was 54. 6 degrees, . 9 degree higher than normal . This indication 
of warmness was caused by mild winter months rather than a hot suruner 
(Tables III and IV) . 
The year 1897 was a better than average one in regard to climatic 
conditions. The moisture total of 22. 91 inches was almost three inches 
above normal while the annual mean temperature was within one degree 
of being normal . Approximately 70 per cent of the moisture fell in the 
growing season with more than no ..... al amount a falling in April and July. 
October was a wet month but the follouing two months were dry. The 
monthly temperature record for 1897 diacloaes that none of the months 
varied to any great degree from the normal temperature pattern. 
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The year 1898, as it appears on the records , was quite si lar 
to 1897• There was above average precipitation with 22. 64 inches 
falling . The distribution o this moisture was very good as over 80 
per cent of the total fell during the growing season. Februarf, arch, 
and April were dry mont.s but this had very little effect upon the 
spring crops as will be discussed later in the chapter . ~he winter 
and spring months of 1898 were n r al e.nd the summer end fall months 
were relatively cool but the annu 1 mean temperature was 5) degrees , 
only • 7 degree cooler than normal . Climatically speaking, 1898, we.a 
e. fairly good year for agriculture . 
In both 1899 and 1900 the precipitation ounts slipped below 
the 59 year average of 19. 01 inc·.es . The first five months o 1899 were 
exceptionally dry, June and July were exceptionally wet, the next three 
months were dry, and Novelliber e.nd December were wetter than normal . 
February, .-.arch, and July of 1899 were several degrees cooler than 
normal, and August we.a . , degrees hotter than nor=al, but the rest of 
the months followed the regular temperature pattern. The lack of re.in 
in the spring of 1899 resulted in the lowered crop production of that 
year . 
The first three months of 1900 were dry but the gro ,;ing see.son 
mont1s received ample moisture . The last three ont: s of tl e.t year 
were a repetition of the first quarter as very little moisture was 
received . The year of 1900 had mild winter temperatures and a normal 
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spring and summer, with the exception of the month of August : .. c:i t 11e 
temperature Has 3.1 de 0 rees abov v nor=ial . he last t ~ee nonths of 
the year wer~ milier than nor~al . hese mild winter months and a hot 
Auguot ~ncreasel the annual mean te~pcrature 1.6 degrees above normal . 
he year of 1900 was c.. f ir one for agriculture even lith the efi-
ciency of rai~all for t:1is rai fall c e at the most opportune ti e . 
he tlo -mward trend in the number o-:! planted field. crop acres 
which had begun in 1895 continued until 1897 (Figure 1). In 1896 t e 
planted field crop acres uas 1,715,504, a drop of 5 per cent from 1895 
(Table II). Then ber of prairie grass acre3 under fence increased 
from 265 , 299 in 1895 to 295,104 in 1896. his increase i fenced 
prairie grass acres was accoI!lpanied b,,r an increase in the n ber of 
livestock on the f r s in ~lestern :e.nsas, with every class s:1owing an 
increase, range cattle particularly. This increase in ntl!.1ber of live-
stoc~;: was broug t about chiefly by the r~ers and ranc en buil ing up 
their herds as the value of t1e an als sold for elaug ter decreased 
37 per cent from 1,402,200 in 1895 to 905 , 600 in 1896. 
The total val;ie of all farm products decrease 37 per cent in 
1896, roppi11e from ilf , 410 ,500 i 1895 to 5, 2J7,4oO in 1896. All 
three sources o_ this value , as liste~ in able II, shared t.is ecrease 
•,it. tl e value of fiel crops decreasing 37 per cent, the value of 
livestoc~,;; sold decreasing 57 per cent, and the value of ot er products 
decreasing 51 per cent. Of this total value of all farm products , 
field crops accounted for 72 per cent of ti. total ; livestock sold , 
17 per cent1 and other products, 11 per cent . 
he above percentages rere appro. i tely t es east ey ha 
been in 1896 sot.ere was no significant c1ange int e met o of 
ing. rom the point of view of total value off pro tcts 1896 was 
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the poorest yeBI' for the f mer during the entire perio . The 5, 257 ,4oo 
value of fSI'm products was 11,028,700 lees th t.e v lue o f rm pro-
ducts produced in 1 92. This i a 1 ·ge sprea o..nd the lowest fi ·e 
represents unprofitable fBI'ming, but sue. a spread is not uncorr.mon in 
the annals of lestern Kansas riculture, even in the da o of modern 
fa ing e:i.uipment and conservation practices . 
The corn yield per planted acre in 1896 was fair, tuel ve bushels, 
but the wheat yiel:i aver ed but t ee bus1'1els per planted acre due to 
the dry fall of 1895 and the dry sprin of 1896. The price of corn 
was only 0.18 so the for ers could realize little pr fit out of their 
fair corn crop . The 57 per cent drop in the value o~ f m products 
\las cause by a co!Ilbination of decreased acreages, a low price for corn, 
low production in ,,. eat and other crops ri th the exception o corn, and 
a sm 11 return frorn livestock sales . 
The acres of planted field cropo decreased from 1,715,504 in 
1896 to 1,481,555 in 1897. Both ajor crops, cert - w· eat, dJcreased 
in ac ea.ge but t. e largest ecrease '" s in '·heat, where t e total acres 
dropped 182,541 (Table V) . .e number of cres o~ fenc d prairie grass 
acres increased from 295 , 104 in 1896 to 451,997 in 1897. his increase 
is in line wit 1 the increase that occurred L'1 the U!:lber of range 
cattle which increased from a total of 125, 777 in 1896 to 148, 532 in 
1897 (Table VI) . 
Both corn ru1d wheat yield averages increased in 1897. The 
average yield per planted acre of corn wo.s eighteen buanels and that 
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of wheat was ten bushels . other ield crops also produced well in 1897. 
This good crop year, along with a 60 per cent increase, 905, 600 to 
l,446, 4oo , in the value of livestock sold accounted or the 8o per cent 
increase which occurred in the total value of farm products . This in-
crease was from 5, 257, 400 in 1896 to 9, 462,200 in 1897. The value 
of field crop products , ~7, 424, 500 , was 78 per cent of the total value , 
livestock sol accounted for 15 per cen~ and other products accounted 
for 7 per cent of the total value of farm products . 
Prices remained at practically the same level ao they aad in 
1896 thereby resulting in the higl er dollar return per acre of 4. 94, an 
increase of 2. 50 over the 1896 return of 2. 64. The story of 1897 uas 
a year of good crops and low prices, certainly an improvement over 1896 
when there had been both poor crops and low prices . 
The 6ood crops of 1897 evidently acted as an encouragement for 
increased planting as tae planted field crop acre e increased 11 per 
cent up to 1 , 41 , 678. T ere was a decrease of 28,4¢1 in the a.n:ount of 
acres planted to corn, but an increase of 255,224 acres o wneat more 
than of'fset this decrease in corn . hen ber of acres of prairie 
grass acres under fence increased from 451 ,997 to 504,088, a new high 
for /estern Kansas • All classes of livestock increased in n ber with 
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the largest gain in the number of range cattle which incr eased from 
148, 532 head to 258 , 878. There was a rapid increase in swine a.a well , 
their number increasing from 102, 682 in 1897 to 155, 417 in 1898. Thia 
incr ease in swine , however , was confined mostly to the corn producing 
counties in the north whose corn acreage remained relatively stable in 
contrast to the decrease in corn acreage for the region as a whole . 
The total value of all farm products increased in 1898 as did 
the planted field crop acr eage . This increase 8.l!lounted to 14 per cent , 
or a rise from 9 , 462,200 in 1897 to l0 , 804, 4oo in 1898. he corn 
yiel per planted acre average ei hteen bushel a, t1e same as 1897, but 
the w_ eat yield per plante acre decreased a bushel down to nine . The 
total bus} els of corn produced , due to the decrease in acreag,e, de-
creased from a total o 8 , 488 , 600 in 1897 to 7,9e8 ,600 in 1898 . The 
bushels of wheat produced increased from 5, 555 , 800 to 6,467, 100 but this 
was due to an increase in acreage rather th n a better crop . 
Of the total value of all fru pro ucta , 75 per cent was rem 
field crop products, 19 per cent was from the sale of livestock, and 
6 per cent v,as from the value of other products . The dollar return per 
acre was 5 . o4 , ~0 . 10 higher than in 1897. he increase in the total 
value of far; products for 1898 can be attributed principally to the 
increase in acreage rather than to higher yields or better prices as 
both of t ese factors remained at practically the aa'.l!e level . T, · a 
year can also be characterized by saying tat it was a year of good 
crops but low prices . 
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In 1 99 population increased 5 per cent . The n1.l!'.:lber of acres 
of planted crop land. followed this same tren as it increased 11 per 
cent to a total of 1,78o,}66. Thia increase was due to increased 
planting of the minor crops as the n ber of wheat acres decreased 
4, 977 and the number of corn acres increased only 48,095 leaving the 
major part of the increase to the minor crops . The biggest percentage 
of the increase in acreage of minor crops was due to increased planting 
of the sorghum forage crops , especially in the southern counties where 
it had beco e the leading field crop in the number of acres sown. The 
emphasis that the inhabitants were putting on livestock is ~ain ex-
pressed in an increase in the acres of fenced prairie grass w. ich in-
creased to 739,790 . This trend is further indicated by the general 
increase in the number of livestock in lestern Kansas (Table VI) . As 
in 1897, the n ber of range cattle increased at a rr id rate, in-
creasing from 258, 878 in 1897 to 519 ,889 in 1899. 
Of the total value of all far products, 9,931 ,000 (t.is was 
a decrease of 875,4oo from 1898) , field crops consisted of 75 per cent 
of' this total, the value of livestock sold accounted for 20 per ce t of 
the total, and other products accounted for the remaining 7 per cent . 
The greater part of loss in value of all farm products can be attributed 
to an 11 per cent decrease in the value o field crops produce • Corn 
produced almost as well in 1899 as it had in 1898, avera.gin~ seventeen 
bushels to the planted acre, but t 1e big loss, however , was in the 
yields of wheat (less than six bu_, els to the planted acre) and some 
of the minor crops . This decrease in the total value of all fart!l pro-
ducts is evi ·ent in the dollar return per acre of field crops whic. for 
1899 was 5. 94, 1. 90 lower than t_ e 1898 return. A year of fe.ir crops 
and low prices, that would be t e description given to 18990 
The wheat crop harvested in 1900 averaged ten bus: els per 
planted acre , but as t ere ha bee1 a decrease of 158,550 i1 the number 
of planted acres t e increase in bushels .o.rvested uas only 1, 749, 700 
more t an the 1899 total . As a reoul t of the decrease in ·:rheat acres 
corn replaced .,.,,heat as the principal planted crop of the region . There 
were 616 , 182 acres of corn planted in 1900 and these acres yielded 
4, 201 , 900 bus.1els (seven bushel e.vera.:.e) . Due to this low yield o-:: 
corn, wheat pro uction (5, 775, 700 bushels) cl· bed above corn pro uc-
tion for the first ti~e since the extre ely poor corn year of 189() 
when the planted corn acreage averaged only 01e bushel per acre . The 
hig1er price for wheat (as compared to the price o cor) plus increased 
production of barleJ, as.ts, an rye ·.-rere the omina.nt factors in the 12 
per cent increase in t'1e total value of all farm pro ·ucts. 
The one per cent decrease (1 , 780 , 566 acres in 1899 to 1, 766,041 
acres in 1900) in the number of planted field crop acres was acco 
panied by a 17 per cent increase (v7 , 286 ,800 in 1899 to v8 , 536 , 500 
in 1900) in value of field crops pro uce . Increased yields rather 
than better prices were respo sible _ or this increase . The value of 
animals sold increased 15 per cent over the 1899 figure of 2,007, 500. 
The 2, 675 , 600 received from the sale of livestock represented the 
highest figure reacned since 1888 when the total of sales ::ind the 
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increase in vulue of' liveotoc;: uus 4,l•o5,800 . 
T1e total nu. ber of livestock on t:e =S in ,lestern ' sas 
continued to increase in 1900 as they had in every yeer since 1895 . 
t1ange cattle, e.s had been the c se since 1895, s owed the lareest gain 
Hi th t eir n ber ir ... creasi g fro 519, 9 in le99 to 562,577 . his 
was tne highest tot£.l recorded uring t 1e perio under iscussion 
is evidence of a trend tower a. more be.lE:J ce progrs of agriculture . 
The only exception to this would be the ..,outhern and sout me s vtrn counties 
where the empnasis uas upon stoc'· raisin uith very little f ming taking 
place . This sift from far~ing to stoc raising in the southern an 
southwestern counties was gradual e.nd did not beco e pronounced until 
1896 when fro ... 50 to 45 per cent of t.1-ie totc,l acres of f e.r!!! land in the 
individual countieo was listed as pro.irie [Tass under fence . 
The value of livestock sol in 1900 represent 22 per cent of 
the total value of farm pro ucts \thich uas 11,820,500, the highest 
total since 1892. mhe value of fiel crops was 72 per cent of this 
total and the value of other products represented the remaining 6 per 
cent of the total value of oll fer~ products for 1900, a year of fair 
crops but poor prices . 
There was little population move.went ei t:.er in or out or estern 
Kenses following 1896. Climatic conditions were the cause of t ... e poor 
crop year of 1896 and this poor crop year was probably the principal 
cause of the 4 per cent decrease of p pulation whic'1 occurred in le.97• 
But after 1896 crop production in:proved e.s e result of better cl· atic 
conditions and af'ter 1898 population increased . This leads to the con-
clusion that cl· tic con i tions were a major factor in the population 
movex.ents which occurred after 1896. Another factor \·rhich could have 
played a part in this small population move ent was the births and 
deaths which would have occurred in the region . The population total 
was small e.n year to year variations in the births and deaths could 
have accom.ted for pert of tbe increase or decrease o 
The period between 1896 and 1900 lacl::s a spectacular event to 
1:1eke it stand out . mhere were no spectacular crop years nor was there 
an extended period of drought . The farmer who had reI:1ained in the 
re6 ion was not prosperous but wit 1 hard work and patience he we.a able 
to maintain himself and his family in most cases . There had been a 
change in the ethod of farming in the entire region . The farmers of 
the central and nort' sections were farming more acres than they had 
in 1892 but t.hey were placing more and more emphasis on cattle• The 
residents of the south and southwest had almost given up farming and 
were devoting their atte tion to stock raising. 
The inhabitants of the region , c...nd particularly the stockr.ten of 
tne south made use of' the unoccupied land left by the departing settlers . 
So e of' this lad had been mortgaged but as the mortgage companies could 
make no sale or produce any revenue off t eland the companies either 
faile or quit p ing taxes and let the land go. 1 Gradually the 
11 . , • Barryman, 11Early 'ettle1 ents of Southwest Cans as, 11 in 
Collections of the Kansas Jistorical tiociet , 1926-1928, XVII ( 'opekaa 
The Kansas State Historical Society, 1929, 569. 
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settlers who steye began to buy up sections and quarter- cections for 
as lo\1 as dollar en acre or t' e be.cl: t ·es due on t 1e lar..d . 2 
he average acreo. e in each individual farm in 1900 was 686 . 6 
acres , an increase of 209 per cent over the average acreage of 222 . 2 
in 1890 . T .e aver9£e fer in t e nort consiste of 401 . 2 acres, t'_ose 
L the centre.l section aver ed 597 . 1 acres , 1 ile tnose in t 1e south 
avere.ged 1 , 011 . 8 acres . 3 T' is increase i the size of far s could not 
be attributed to individual fan.ere craving more lo.n just for tl e sake 
of having ~ore land . The formers had discovered that due to the irregu-
larity of rainfall t'.e only w ' they could beat the droughts was to have 
an additional amount o.i..' fer lan in the hopes that the ad itional 
emount of acreage ,-,ould compe .. se.te f'or decreased yield in bv.s:_els . The 
increase in average far a.crea e in the south si0 nifies t'1at t· e area 
we.a becoming one of large r 10hes in whici1 t e e phasis wan upon raising 
range cattle . 
The Sout.1ern fsr;...ers were the hardest hit by these periods of 
low prices a d droug t, but it is not inten ed that t e reader receive 
the impression that the remaining area of the region \las not ai'fected 
by these same causes . ,•/illard • Jo: neon, in his scienti "ic study of 
the Hi Fla"ns, states t'.at t 1ere ,ere si ns of diaeter t.1rou hout t .e 
entire eree. o. the :ig' Plains . ?.e 'l'rrote t at deserted towns, in which 
the only remains are cellar excav tions , as well as the crumbling 
2Leola Howard Blanchard, ...,onauest .Q.!_ Southwest Kansas ( /ichita, 
The '.vichi ta Eagle Freas , 1951 , 142. 
)This infor ation is derived fro!ll the census returns of t·1e 
United .3tate 1 s Bureau of Census , t'1e eleventh o..nd twelfth (1890- lSl0) . 
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remains of sod house found int e country-side were to be found every-
where . The entire country, according to Johnson, was unsuitable for 
agriculture and the only way it could be utilized would be by stock 
raieing. 4 
These signs of diaster as described by Johnson in his report 
were undoubtedly everyuhere as the population for the entire region 
decreased approximately 47 per cent betvreen t. e hi h year of 1 7 and 
the low year which occurred in 1898. But as it has been pointed out 
before , this decrease was not evenly distributed . The northern coun-
ties suffered far less from this decline than did t e counties to the 
south. There seems to be little justification to Johnson 1 s st te ent 
in regard to the entire region being suited only for stock raising. It 
is true that the farmers over the entire region were placing more 
emphasis on cattle as a source of inco=e, but good ere shad been pro-
duced by the f ... era in the central and northern sections in the t\to 
years preceding Johnoon 1 s tour (1899) . Almost every far er had become 
a cattleman to some degree butt' e main e phasis in the central and 
northern sections was still farming . 
In 1899 the entire re ion, ,,i th t e exception o four counties 
in the southwest, had begun to increase in population 1it t e increase 
continuing into the twentieth century. The lo · point a b en reached 
and the region began to look forward to better days . 
4, illard D. Johnson, "The High lains and ir Utilization, 11 
21st Annual Report, U. ::, . Geol gical .:iurve·•: 1500, Pet IT, Hvdrograoby (,fashington: Government rinting Office, 1901, 690 . 
CH I 
CCNOLU3I { 
Fro the evidence presented in t.ia pe.per t ere can be little 
doubt tat the cli utic conditions which prevailed from 1885 on •ere 
instr ental inc using the rapid popul tion incr e.ses in t1e 1 80 1 s , 
t e population decline of 1889- 1 91, an t e ove ents w ich occurred 
after 1891 . It is elso evi ent t· .e.t t le effects o cli e.tic condi ti one 
upon popul tion movements ai' ected the out ern cou ties ore th n t e 
northern and central cou.tiee . 
It ie quite natural in sn re~ion where t' e economy i baaed 
on agriculture t t tis s .ould be ao . In a ear w. en wriculture 
fails the entire populations surfers bee use t ere i no other source 
of i co e forte inhabitants . i e entire co unit must tig1ten its 
belt and live on reatricte income . orue people do t1is, ile ot er 
p ople ove on to new ree;io s where better econo!!lic po..isi ilities 
exist. his is exactly ,; at .appened in ,, estern naas i 1 9- 1891 
and from 1892-1895 . 
The rapid population incre ses ~rom 1 85-18 7 rere caused ore 
by a co bination of severel boo ele e ts rather t n good cli atic 
con itions . Good cli tic con itions in 1884, 185, and 186 had en-
couraged t1 belief t et t:e re io coul be an agricultural para iee 
but the · pelli g force behind tn popul ~ion incre ee w a t.e ent u-
sie.sm in w ich t 1e boo rs O.L1 the rebion stressed t' e an ·acturing 
an comrnerci 1 pos ibilities of' t. e re ion. In 18 t e boo bubble 
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bro e; industries aile to come , climatic conditions h d returned to 
near nor 1, an crop production ha failed to live up to expectations . 
The settlers were iacouraged because of the turn o events and the more 
fo.int- hearted began to leave the country. These in turn were followed 
by ot ere and by 1891 the recion . a lost approx etely 40 per cent of 
its population . 
I prove climatic con itiona in 1 91 ad 1 92 brou~ tan im-
provement in agriculture pro 1...1ction 2.1.d tl is in tt·1-r. \/es o l!.t... r cc·.., r 
in tl:e incre ae in r opulation for 1892 and 1893 but t .• e i!:lproved clima-
tic conditions were short lived as a drou ht o ajar proportion occurred 
in 1895 and a in in 1 .94 . mhese years o droug. t plus lo\·ter prices or 
a riculture products played ~a or parts in the population decline which 
began in 1894 and continued on t' ouLh 1895. Climatic conditions im-
proved in 1895 and 1896 and this in turn was in part responsible for the 
lcw ,.opulctio decline in 1896 and 1897. 
he good climatic conditions existing in 1897 and 1898 resulted 
in better than average crops for the region o These conditions are re-
flected in the population changes of the region when, in 1598, the loss 
amou11ted to only one per cent , and in 1899 showing a rise of five per 
cent . In 1899 fair cli-atic conditions pro uced only moderate crops 
while the population total continued to incr se in 1900 . 
T ere are doubtless any ot.er f ctor:3 which would enter into 
the picture but climatic conditions did ply a maj r .crt i the popu-
lation movei:ue ts . So e of' these factors would be t at the settlers 
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were 11ot ii'"! '1 ony with the region t e· c , " to bot'1 i the type 
cropa they tri d to produce and t eir metho s of e price of 
f m crops al o playe a p rt in re ucin popul tion .s w 11 as t e f ct 
th t the average settler had little c ital wit.1 wnic to u t e type 
of ecessary equip -nt an to ti, e hi over in cas of crop fail res . 
nother .1. .. ctor .rorth cons· deri. i., t t n: o: t _ settler found ~he 
dships j riv tio. s o... ront i _r l.:.f e too e:: 1 usting and t e 
migrated to a more civilize re ion. 
here is a definite pattern as to t1e perio of tie efter a 
chat e of cl· tic con itions resulte in p ul tic c' ages . One year 
o~ rou ht resulti.g i poor crop ... or th t ye~r ~ea.~t that t.e popula-
tion would decline the next year . --li atic con itions nJ crops were 
good in 1885 nd 1886 but were poor in 1 87; popul t.ion decree..Je in 
1888. Poor cl· tic conditions re ulteJ in poor cro sin 1~95 and 
population decrease in 1 94 ai'ter it had incre se fr the preceding 
two years . 
he e fects oft· e 
0
00d crop years of 1885 an lE 6 are otic-
able on the rapid erowth of population until k88. Population did not 
increase after 1887 unti l 1892. T t .ear was preceded by onl one 
year in wnic cli a.tic conditions e.n pro uction h been oo • J. .e 
increase in )opul tion \/ . .:.ch be0 an in 1 99 we. preceded by t;ro years in 
which crop pro uction d been god . It oul be noted tat the ood 
crop year of 1889 faile' to brin about any increa e in populntio in 
18c;o . rhis leads to t e as..,umption t' at one c..ouJ yeer o' crops was 
71 
prob bly not ince.tive enoug to briOL ebout u popul tio increase t e 
next y.., 
It seems evide t ram t.e :oregoin discussion t.at cli tic 
co:1di tio. s an t' e eff' ect t .. at t ey ad on 'ar- i co e ply a a.·or 
pert in t e popul tion changes t t occurred in estern i(r..naas betwee 
1885 and 1900. JO e sections o_ t ere ion were ore ffectvd than 
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1693 270 , 168 
1894 561,540 
1895 263, 299 
1896 295, 104 
1897 451 , 997 
1898 504, 088 
1899 759,790 
1900 829, 256 






TOTAL C. S 
Ll G 3S 
D C. OPS 
VAL c; OFb VAL '- ..... OFb 
FIELD O • ...:.:R 
CROPS P.ODUCT5c 
204,665 9 l,9J5,500 v389,200 
361 , 618 414, 512 4,557,200 313, 500 
479 , 394 561,899 4, 979,200 322,200 
902, 519 1,059,575 8,110 , 800 695, 000 
1,292,902 1,602,557 8, 028 , 700 717,800 
805 , 263 1,107,450 3,262,900 668 , 700 
1,169,976 1,535,298 11,985,700 556,700 
1,632,698 1, 980,008 13 , 557,900 640 ,100 
2, 055,152 2, ?05,500 4,027,800 815,600 
1,976,460 2, 338,000 5,175,oou 784,ooo 
1,796,118 2, 059, 417 5, 822,000 1,186,500 
1, 715,504 2,008, 4o8 5,784, ooo 567,800 
1,481,555 1,915,552 7,424,500 590,500 
1,641,678 ·2, 145,766 8, 147,500 609,4oo 
1,780,566 2, 520 ,158 7, 286 , 800 656,900 
1,766,041 ,2,595,277 8, )56,500 555,600 
80 
o.'.i.':1e do.to. '"'resented. in t .. is table e derive "ro t.1e bie. ial 
reports of the "an;as ...,tate Boar o~ gr icul ture , the fi:!'t. t:u-ough 
the tuelfth (1885-1900). 
boounty tote.ls rou 1ded o ... to t: e neare.,t one hundred . 
CQthcr products include sue 1 i te._J as wool clip , dairy products , 
poultry products , honey, beeo- wo.x, horticulture products, garden products , 
uine and wood m .... rketed. 
dFi ey, .c...il to. , anci Se 1::.rd counties did not submit reports in 
18 7. 

















T 1:: II ( continued) 
599 , 4oo 290 , 800 
1,992,700 281,4oo 
2, 596 , 600 684,ooo 
] , 283,900 1,121,900 
994, 500 1,527,000 




2, 237 , 500 
1,402,200 




2, 628 , 200 
"'L.1. •• L V.nLUEr TorAL V LUEf 
OF n-'-'• .., SE r ·L _ 
ODl:JT.3 
790 , 200 v ) ,172, 700 
2, 274, 200 
5, 080 , 600 8, 562,000 
4, 405 , 800 15,211,600 
~, 521 , 500 11,26 , ooo 
1,850,800 7, 762, 400 
1,752,500 14,294,900 
2, 514, 100 16, 286 ,100 
1,824,500 
2, 2;7, 500 
1,402,200 
9v3 , 600 
1,4lro,4oo 
6, 61..15 , 900 
~, 194, 500 
8, 410 , '.JOO 
5, 257 , 1.i 0 
9, 4u2, 200 
2, 047 , 300 10,804,400 
2, ()l, 7, 500 9, 7:,i1 ,000 
_, 678, 600 11,820,500 
fcou 1ty tote.lo rounded o_f' to !1ec.rest one hundrc' • 
81 
14, bc,4, 200 
57,1)) , 700 
58, 605 , 500 
50, 012, 500 
55,112, 200 
,51 u 1,100 
50 , 002, Lioo 
gFi ney, .: ilton , e-1 c. c.:iuntie.:3 di no-. 3UbI!lit reports 
11cearney vou,1ty di not sub ii t n report in 1888. 
i ,:,11e vc.lue o_' t."' increaoe in liveotoc!: uas omi tte,l fro the 
biennial r eportn after 1892. 
TABLE III 
PRECIPIT TIO 1, BY !'OI!THS AIID YEA.tlli , Foq THE IBSTERN 
THIRD OF NSAS, 1885-1900a 
YEAR J . FEB. JULY UG . SEPT. OCT . NOV. DEC . ANNUAL 
1883 23.29 
1884 25 . 88 
1885 0.36 0.92 0.36 2. 00 3 .33 3.59 4.72 2.13 2. 68 1.43 0.57 L40 23.37 
1886 1.43 0.57 1.46 2o2 2 0. 95 3 .84 3.37 2o49 1.21 0. 42 o.89 0. 24 18.77 
1887 0.17 0.55 o.o4 4.22 2. 64 2 . L17 2. 49 4o03 1.64 1. 02 0.39 o. 4o 20.06 
1888 0.16 1.09 1.17 4.37 3.03 2.04 3.14 3.51 Oo36 1.47 0. 20 0.16 20.70 
1089 1 .13 0. 41. 1.22 2.35 3.13 3.35 2.77 2o60 0.53 2.39 Oo63 T 20.49 
1890 0.51 0. 36 Oo04 3. 96 Oo99 1 . 76 1. 45 1. 87 Oo90 o.68 Oo61 0.06 13019 
1891 1.15 0.22 2. 33 1. 60 3. 99 5o24 4o23 l o08 3.77 1 .32 0.12 1 .30 26.35 
1892 0. 24 1.11 1.88 0. 74 5. 27 1.58 2. 63 3.30 Oo41 Oobl 0.31 0. 62 18.70 
1893 0. 07 0 . 24. 0.06 0.19 1.45 2. 00 3. 28 2.30 1.69 0.22 0. 20 0. 23 11.93 
1894 0. 21 1.14 0. 34 1.16 1.72 2.67 1.61 0. 71 1 . 62 0. 25 0.04 0.72 12.19 
1895 o. 45 1.16 0.25 1. 40 2.89 4.87 5. 98 L90 Oo60 Oo72 Oo74 0. 43 2L39 
1896 0.87 0. 03 o. 42 3o9Q 1.81 3 .51 2.74 2. 29 1. 67 1. 74. 0 . 25 Oo26 19 .58 
1897 o. 43 0.95 1.10 3. 81 1. 52 2.57 3. 39 3. 72 1 . 48 3 .38 0.10 Oo46 22 091 
1898 0. 61 0.14 0. 29 1 . 44 5o70 3 . 64 2. 98 1 .58 3.51 0. 92 0.67 1 .16 22 064 
1899 0.30 0. 37 0. 62 0. ,1 1. 69 3 . 76 5.55 1. 07 L32 0. 71 lo82 o.54 18 .26 
1900 0. 08 0. 93 o. 64 4.66 1.41 3.14 2. 25 1 .36 3. 23 0.53 0. 09 0.19 18 .51 
VERAGEbo .37 o. 65 0086 2.11 2. 71 2. 94 2o78 2o43 1. 73 1 . 23 o. 64 0.56 19 .01 
al883-1886: United States Department of Agriculture /esther Bureau, ir1 estern Kansas , 11 Climatic 
Summary of the United States ("{ashington: U.S. Government Printing Office, no date) . 1L83-1886 yearly 
and monthly averages compiled from three stations: Dodge City, akeeny, and Sharon Springs . 1887-1900 : 
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Climate of Yansas (Topeka: Ferd Voiland, Jr . State rinter, 1948), 29 a 
bA 59 year averafe , 1887-1S45. 
co 
I\) 
T BLE IV 
r TEJIPE TURE, BY MOJITl-IS ND YEARS , FOR THE WESTERN 
THIRD OF I rs 0, 188.5-1900a 
YEAR J { . FEB. JUNE JULY AUG . SEPT . OCT . NOV. DEC . ANNUAL 
188.5 18 .0 26 • .5 42 .3 .5.5 0 7 60 .0 72 .6 77.9 74 .8 67 . 6 .52 . 6 46 . 4 37 .1 .52 .6 
1886 16. 9 3.5 . 8 40 . 6 .51.9 68 . 9 72 . 0 79 . 4 79 . 7 68.6 .59 . 8 39 . 2 29 . 9 .53 . 6 
1887 26 .7 27 .o 44.8 .54 . 9 67 . 6 76 .3 82 .1 74 . 6 68 . 2 53 .5 40 . 4 26. 6 53 .8 
18E'8 20 .3 38.0 3.5 .1 .5.5 . 3 .59 .3 73 . 6 79 .5 72 . 7 66 .6 52 . 6 3.5 .3 3.5 .1 .51 .7 
18t9 23 . 6 25 .8 40 .6 53 .6 61.7 70 .0 77 .0 78 .6 67 .5 55 .7 37 .5 43 . 5 52 .9 
1890 28 .1 32 . 6 42 . 4 53 .2 64.9 77 . 7 83.4 76.J 66 .1 54.o 42 . 6 35 .7 54.8 
1891 28 . 2 29 . 2 33 .4 54. 4 62 .3 69 . 4 74.3 75 .6 70 . 2 53 .1 38 .8 34. 2 51. 9 
1892 27 .1 33 . 6 36 .8 51.1 .55 . 7 71 . 4 77 .0 7.5 . 9 68 .5 .55 .o 40 . 9 26 . 8 51.6 
1893 32 .7 29 .3 37.9 .50.8 60 .0 75 .3 79 .1 72.9 67 .6 52 . 9 38 .o 34. 9 52 .6 
1894 26 .6 21.5 43.1 55 .1 65 . 2 73 . 2 7C . o 76 .0 66 . 7 .56 .1 42 . 2 31.1 .52 . 9 
1895 2.5 . 0 23.7 39 o9 .56 .3 (,J . o 69 . 7 73 .0 7.5 . 0 70 . 9 .50. 7 39 .1 32 . 9 51.7 
1896 3.5 .1 37 . 9 38 • .5 57 . 7 66 . 4 74.1 77 .3 77.q 6L.A 52 .6 34o2 38 . 8 .54. 6 
1897 28 .1 32.9 40.7 .51.4 63 . 6 73 . 7 79 .4 7.5 . 4 72 06 57 . 7 40 . ) 29. 1 53 .8 
1898 30.1 37 .0 40.6 .53 • .5 60 .3 73.7 77 .5 78 .5 66 .3 51. 7 29 . 8 27 .1 53 .0 
1899 29 . 6 19. 6 37.4 .53 .0 66.o r~ .5 75 .2 79,.9 68.9 57 .0 45 .5 30. 7 53 . 4 
1900 35 . 4 29.6 42 .5 51. 9 63 . 6 74-5 77 .3 80 .0 68 .o 59.2 41.o 34. 2 55 .3 
MEMrs5 29 . 7 32 . 8 41. 8 52 .8 62 .3 72 . 4 78 .3 76.9 68 . 4 55 .5 41 . 7 32 .0 .53 .7 
al885-1886 : United States Depc.~·tment of riculture Hesther Bureau, 1 Vestern Kansas ," Climatic 
Summary of the United States (Washington: U.S. Government Frinting Office , no date) . The 188 and 
1886 figuresrepresent- those recorded at ,)odge City, the only station in ,,estern Kansas recording 
such data at that time. 1887-1900 : Kansas State Board of A~riculture, Climate of Kansas (Topeka: 
Ferd Voiland, Jr., 0tate Printer, 1948), 183 . 




J.1 LL.J ;.; , n 
lo 5-19000. 
YEAR .llllTER ,/IlfT.: dPRLG 3PRI .G TOT 
./l'SAT ,fr::.AT T..JJ.AT \iHEAT ,,_.:,AT ',/:-IBAT 
AORE.3 BU3 JELS ACR S BU;:;,HEL3 OREB BU3:ELS 
1885 18, 519 141,127 13,461 175, 699 51 , 980 31l ,826 
1E86 51 , 15 383, .518 16, 280 206, ;;48 lr7 ,418 589, 666 
1887b 55 , 217 170, 093 20 ,042 252, 617 '.:i3 , 259 472, 710 
1888C 49 , 975 572, 074 22, 997 560 , 7:A 72,970 952, 608 
1889 96 , 891 1, 178, 323 55, 504 780 ,941 152, 595 1, 959 , 264 
1890 250 , 106 1, 4:,;9 , 713 154,752 572, 516 584,858 2,012,029 
1891tl 544,4o8 5, 231 , 200 128,8E6 2,010, 4oo 1,75 ,ojl+ 7, 2la , 600 
1892 497, 529 7, 938, 200 281 ,1.J.95 5, 1~20 , 000 778,822 11 , 558, 200 
1895 719, .556 174, ooo 185, 163 145, 224 904,1r99 519, 224 
1894 795 , 429 662, 200 161, 507 21 , 704 956,00" 683 , 904 
1895 519, 505 1,877,800 105,672 475, 200 62.J,177 2, .5)5,000 
1896 591 , 229 1, 702, 600 157,1~85 565 ,900 742,714 2, 26 , 5()0 
1897 450 , 222 4,528, 600 l OS' , 9;,l 825, 200 560 ,173 5, 5?.5 ,800 
1898 628 , 795 '.) , 480 , 100 106 ,002 996,000 T55 , 597 6, 476 ,100 
1899 546, 125 3,199, 000 184, 295 827 ,000 750 ,1~20 4,026,000 
1900 4~5 ,671 5,069, 700 106 , lfl0 706 ,000 572,081 5, 775 , 700 
8! :1t d .,_ c. uresQ .tt'l. r eports o: he e.nsas .;,t:o. e ~n \r.:.s,..t .... oJ_e lre dertyed .r;;ir t .c bie:iri,ial oc.r 01 .~.rict.i. tu:. e , .1e f:i.;. 1 t ""'~ouc::;. u11e 
tHel fth ( l c85-1900 ) • 
b inney, .• a il to 1 , ::in .;,e,,ard countieG di not sub ,;it reports 
in 1887. 
eerney County di · not su bui t 0 r 1:;;por t in 1 8 • 
doou!"lt/ totb.l:::; r oundec. o::::: t the es.rest one 1..m:.red. after 
1891. 
85 
,., BL~ V (continued ) ... 
'---, B,_,L"..'.' l. .... 
.::iREL U..J ::EL 
1885 69 , 316 2,177,008 244, 382 171,008 579 , .315 204, 665 
1886 185,919 :J , 7>),9.A :A7 , 1,.6 90 ,859 711 , 7t.o 414, 512 
1 7 567 , 285 2,779, 978 268 ,819 04, 560 1,075,775 561 , 8~ 9 
1E88 717 , 862 c, 517 , 542 695 , 556 29 , 251 1,715,569 1,059 , ;75 
1889 661 , 969 15, 202, 589 1, 215 , 068 44 ,116 1,906,162 1,602,557 
1890 4o8,982 464, 457 696 , 285 70 , 988 1, 248, 911 1,107,450 
1891d 5,58 , 002 9, 595 , 600 1,598,800 505, 500 1,4j9,200 1, ..,,53 , 298 
1892 )) , 585 o,5T/, 700 1,7lc, &OO 2, :59:, 500 2, 345 ,4oo 1,980 ,008 
1895 472, 555 5, 295 ,000 lfo,000 29s , 700 416,70 2, 50'.) , 500 
1894 514, 664 908, 500 169,4oo 568,000 100,4oo 2, 558 ,000 
1895 705,550 8, 577 , 400 273, 200 1, 202 ,700 1, 504, 500 2,059 ,417 
1e96 475 , 572 1, 19,900 190,300 8-;;7 , 300 07 , 500 2,ooe, 4os 
1 97 47; , )87 6, 488, 600 574, 900 1,229,500 865, 900 1,913,5:.,2 
1898 444, 926 7, 958 , cOO 630 ,4oo 1,746,700 965 , 600 2, 145 , 766 
lc99 495 , 019 , 50-t , 900 .54o ,o4o 1,6.,,.,..,, 500 6:;;i2, 500 2,;20, 15 
1900 61G,1c..2 4, 201 , 900 4o9,ooo 1,711,000 64J , 900 2, 595 , 277 
dcounty tote.le rou.1deJ. off to t'1e earest one-hun red bus .• els 
after lt,91. 
86 
T BL .... VI 
LD ::s ... J./· 
• lJ Ld & . '.ILOH 
1885 16,770 
1886 2 , 461 




1888d 62,615 11,751 
1889 67 , 465 
189() 60 , 545 
1891 57, 960 
1e92 69,050 
1895 c.A, 881 
1894 91 , 482 
1895 82, 672 
lc,96 85,106 
1897 82,855 
1898 84, 206 
1 99 86 , 902 














17,155 92,1 2 157,205 49 , 905 w 599 ,4oo 
26 , )26 92, 529 100,187 28,185 1,992,700 
4o,725 87 , 642 65 , 701 51,1e5 2, 596 , 600 
60 , 752 120,169 )b , 245 56 ,451 3, 285 , 900 
66, 957 140,511 42, 645 68, 216 
76 ,527 148,566 45 , 811 119, 52~-




62, 955 172,948 58,716 65 ,158 1,158,7008 
00 ,0/5 159,102 6o , 795 77, 2J6 
41 , 487 110,167 57,4oo 85, 'JJ7 
4o , 651 97 , 698 45 , 665 ~0 , 264 
42, 482 125,777 55 ,151 r,626 
45, 586 14 , 552 42,147 102,682 
51 , 049 258,878 48,557 155,417 
54, 780 519 , 889 60 , 451 154,204 
60,802 )b2, 577 52,719 155,804 
6T'1e date prese. ted in t:1io table er~ derived. ..:-·ror... t. e bie.mial 
reports o'"' t:.e :·ru se.s Jtate Boo.rd of griculture, t. e :f'iith t:rrough 
the t\relfth ( lu85-1900) • 
bcount/ tote.ls rou. ded of-£' to t:.e . eo.reot one hundred. 
CFinney, • il ton and .3ew::ixd counties did not sub .... it reports 
in 1887. 
dxearney uounty did not ::mbmi t a report i 1688. 
eThie section o:: the r~~ort diocontinued after 1892. 
87 
dditional footnotes to A LE VII , page 88. 
bunorganized . 
°!To figures availo.ble . 
8 Cenous taken for tl:e purpose o~ orgc.nization . 
fAt dete o orecnization. 
~o return , previous Jee.r 1 s igures . 
horga ized fro~ part of Finney County ~1 1887. Go.r~ield 
County disbanded in 1892 and t e terri tor:· returne~ to Finne• 0ounty. 
iTerritory included in .-a."ilton an "'inney countie:J. 
herritor,; inclu ed as ports of' Finney, Ford, an :-Iod6c. an counties . 
erritory included as part of ""inney 'ct .1ty. 
m erritory included as pai·t of ,.,ew County . 
llrrer itor~- included a...: art 0 ::ru:.il to County . 
88 
ABLE VII 
POPU .·nee B'.'.' oaJ rTL , n: ~,{E...,T ... J: 7:-!I. 
oauTY 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 
2o4b 2,607 5, 214 4, 927 4, 499 4,586 5, 786 3, 662 
C 5, 536 5,079 4, 251 3, 251 2, 542 1, 91.;.::5 1,924 
4,067 6, 560 8, 261 8, 657 8, 702 8,385 o,o .. A 7,850 
FilIT 1,4n 15,662 8, ou4d 5, 294 4, 500 5, ]~6 2,951 2,901 ..,0.?J) 7, 778 5, 552 9, 2E' -f 7,429 6,647 .3,..J05 4, 992 5, 227 
2,060 2,092 1,520 654 687 .380 
595b 5,052 4, 115 4, :;65 5, 657 5, 84 2, 570 2,215 
2, 889 . 4, 277. 5, 895 5, 505d .3 , 53 5, 006 4,074 4,082 
l. l. 2,716e 5,000 2,125 1,507 1,148 1,055 j j 4,896f 5, 959 2, 891 2, 419 1,773 2, 251 
C 500d 2, 641e 2, 641g 2,07,, 1, 250 1,12) 1,026 
500b 2,148 2,148g l, 780 2, ;549 2,009 1,982 1,554 
k 2, e41f 2, 666 1, 725 l,Ou9 924 908 
1,799. 4, 025 . 4, 369 4, 259 j ,076 2, ;S) 2, 255 2, 515 
l. J. 2, e91e 2, 91g 2,158 1, )71 1,l;.25 1,550 
278b 2,726 5,650 5, 684 z, .319 2,051 1, '79 l,T/J 
550d 1,562d 5, 112b 5, ?4o 5, 529 h317 2,845 2,642 
467b 5, 827 4,407 4, 561 ) , 5)6 2,514 1,831 2,02 
m 2, 56oe 2,56of 2,bl8 1,600 725 707 )74 
l'ESS 3,096 4,529 6, 966 6, L65 J , ]05 4,)47 4,1 21 4, 552 
i ORTCX- 6, 508 9,057 n,256 11,669 10,965 10,524 7,BX> 8, 799 
•.. ,LL .::i 2,045 4,566 5, 295 7,012 6,981 ,725 '.5 , J)8 .3u57 
3COTT 91b 2, 675 2,850 2,848 2,846 1,26o 1,055 1,535 
;:iE:i!uID 71b 2, 551 2, .351g 2,130 2,620 1,::;02 1,047 929 
2, 205 2, 445 ; , 455 4,510 4,051 5,726 2,915 2,911 
62b 2,820 5,879 5, ll5 5, 902 ?, 220 ) ,050 5, 087 
n n 2,864e 2, 216d 1,695 1,051 e-84 907 
I:J. 2, 662 2, 662g 5,000 1,665 1,404 1,181 1,056 
981b ;,411 5, 629 6,174 J ,445 ) , ?]2 4,069 4,467 
T GO 1,886 2,179 3, 258 5,578 2,8 4 2, j26 2,502 2,327 
,;ALI.J..C 197b 562d 2,oooe 2,644 2, 541 2, 4<:5 2,1n 2,0~ .II ~.J'I'A 75b 2, )50 2, 607e 2,989 2, 668 1,825 1,417 1,5 
50, 271 9_:; , 359 159,595 158,717 121,071 lu2,109 66 , 590 
1,514,378 1,461;.,914 1, 3;8,811 
1,518,552 1,42:5,465 1,547,428 
8T.e data presented i. this table c..re derived fro_ t.e bie mial 
reports of t~e Ka. s£s ~tct~ oar of' £rict l ture , t: e :,ift: t: our;n t. e 
tuelfth (1885-1900). 
- iZ : Expl£1atory ~ootnotes on prece i. r; po.'"'e • 
CCXL.TY 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 
~, 865 5, 44 ; , 729 5,G41 2,651 2,659 2,670 2,64o 
2,004 1,724 1,329 1,455 l,44o 1,656 1,672 1,544 
7,686 7,759 6,9:55 7,1)2 7,10, 7, 517 7,883 6,640 
5, .588 .5 , .,,)5 h5),5g 5,505 ) , 5J.5 5,160 5, 200 j , 214 
I"'O.;u) 5,692 5,096 4,94o 5,005 '.:) ,196 '+ , 301 4,698 5,849 
-OVE 2,409 2, 5b8 2,1 26 2,045 2,145 2,095 2, 244 2, 565 
4,585 4,066 5, 825 4,020 4, 254 4, Lt78 4, 641 4,804 
1, ,.50 771 552 494 456 419 4o5 599 
2,050 1,505 1,256 1,249 1,105 1,075 1,128 1,112 
1,::A5 l,;21 1,055 851 679 )02 4 2 462 
1, 807 1,755 1,411 1,529 1,445 1,455 1,557 1,)24 
1,015 851 595 580 462 455 4;4 457 
2, 462 2,172 1,792 1, 60 l,641J 1,727 1,971 2,019 
1,242 1, 214 1,159 1,046 1,05' 5 1,050 1,049 1,027 
2,073 1,773 1,490 1,60 ,, 1,664 1,662 l,u61 1,602 
~,955 2, 05 2,071 2,049 1,700 1,754 1,899 1, 850 
2,046 2,025 1,741 1,651 1,566 l,:;62 1,)a 1, :521 
574 '+J7 5 8 520 515 255 ,05 254 
4,790 4, 501 5, 785 5,970 , ,c61 4,059 4, 225 4 , 5,,.1 
9,891 9,711 8,671 9,006 9,617 10,045 10,648 10,727 
0 ,101 6, 271 :; ,702 '.5 ,079 4,815 4,766 5,L7 J , 077 
1,142 1,165 1,088 1, ol+:; 1,108 1,015 1,071 1,092 
1,000 u26 826 683 665 6u5 721 804 
,,1,570 5,241 2,675 2,7 9 2,81 2,971 ; 27.5 5,:593 
C,2C:6 ;, , 875 ; , co,5 4,0bl ~, 272 5,254 ;,; 1 :,,5 7 
985 772 615 471 585 526 294 289 
1,141} 797 684 688 )42 519 568 551 
5,052 4,415 5,512 5,4:>6 5, 571 5, 16 5,8 4 5, '"''}5 
2, 610 2,481 2,166 2,151 2,2?0 2,249 2,445 2,556 
2,550 2,485 1,592 l,u90 1,416 1,157 1,067 1,195 
2,04o 1,677 1,458 1,451 1,577 1,1 6 1,195 1,215 
96,210 90,248 76,758 76,bl9 T5,902 75,500 77,177 80,249 
l,;>G6, 1:5 1, 554,754 1,566,769 1,425,119 
TOT;..LS 1,5;:e,551 1,556,679 1,590,969 1,444,708 
-----
FED L C"""N3U.:, R ... uru sP: 1880 1890 1900 1910 
53,269 102,613 85,703 159,945 
PT:1is i!"lfor ation iu derived fro, the census retur 1w of the 
United ...)tate 1 s ureau of Cen uJ, t e tenth throu;;: t irteenth (1880-1910) • 
l v 5 8u 87 8( v9 00 91 
90 
92 9) 94 96 97 98 99 1900 
2 , 400 
2 , 200 
_, 000 
1, 800 
1 , 6:,0 
1 , 100 
l , 2CO 
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ACR~S F FIELD CROPS; PL •• !~;.., :"LLD ~.OPS ; co:ru; T "'11 '-• 
~o~al acres o~ c~o~ 1 n 
Total acros of pl.:.nte crops 
.cres ? l ante to corn 
cres plan:.e~ to \/~.eat ., i nter and spring) 
.,,. 
·--
"' ·" / 
1 .1.his mate r ial is ta.cen from th"' cla a a?pearin~ in .:'ables II and v. 
91 
1 8i:: ,5 87 9 90 91 92 o; 94 9 06 1 0 
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